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Introduction 

There are now probably more British naturalists interested in 
the European butterflies than ever before. Yet there is no modern 
book about them in English, nor in any language even a compre¬ 
hensive reference list which takes account of the enormous 
changes in nomenclature, splitting of species, and increases in 
knowledge of their distribution, which have taken place in the last 
thirty or forty years. It is the purpose of this work to provide the 
bare essentials of such a list. 

Choice of the area to be covered must be arbitrary, since there 
is no natural break between the fauna of western and eastern 
Europe, or between that of eastern Europe and Asia, and even on 
the south the Mediterranean makes no sharp limit. The area in 
fact selected is that part of Europe which lies west from Finland, 
the Federal Republic of Germany, Austria, Yugoslavia, Greece 
and Turkey, together with Britain, Ireland, and the larger 
Mediterranean islands including Malta, Rhodes and Cyprus. This 
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area seemed likely to be more practically useful, and also more 
manageable for the collection and exposition of reasonably detailed 
information about distribution, than anything wider. 

So far as possible the most recent names, in accordance with 
the international rules, have been used, except in a few cases where 
there is doubt or confusion: the more important earlier names are 
also given between brackets. The English popular names have 
been added for those species which occur in the British Isles. 
Sub-genera have generally been ignored, and so has the division 
of sub-families into “tribes”. As there is still no consensus of 
opinion about the proper taxonomic order of families and sub¬ 
families, the Skippers (Hesperidae) have been placed first, but 
otherwise the “classical” arrangement familiar to most British 
lepidopterists has been retained. 

Sub-specific, racial, aberrational, and other minor names pre¬ 
sent a problem in a list of necessarily limited size. There are far 
too many of them and too many of the distinctions which they 
seek to define are of doubtful constancy or validity. But the 
great extension in the past thirty years in the naming of sub¬ 
species and races is clearly important in any account of distribu¬ 
tion, even though it may have been carried much too far. An 
attempt has therefore been made to enumerate the main sub¬ 
species where they are sharply defined either by appearance, 
habits, or geographical limits. The names of seasonal, aberrational 
and other forms have been omitted except in a few special cases. 

Special attention has been paid to species which have only 
recently been recognised as distinct; and for these, as well as for 
some others which are difficult to separate, superficial characters 
for identification have been mentioned, though determinations 
based on these may need to be confirmed by examination of the 
genitalia, androconial scales, numbers of chromosomes, or larval 
characteristics, which have not generally been described here. 
Modern research, both in the laboratory and in the field, increas¬ 
ingly shows that the application of the classical definition of a 
species—a group of individuals which inter-breed and produce 
fully fertile offspring—is very difficult to apply with certainty in 
the Lepidoptera. In some cases the difficulty is purely practical. 
The test cannot be applied under natural conditions to two groups 
which are geographically isolated, for example, on islands; and, 
though cross-breeding between them may be attempted in 
captivity, the results, whether positive or negative, are not neces¬ 
sarily good evidence for what would happen in nature. In other 
cases, the difficulty is more fundamental: members of outwardly 
differing groups may indeed inter-breed freely, but the fertility of 
their offspring may be in varying degrees below normal. If it is 
very low, the two groups can co-exist as substantially separate 
units for a very long time; if it is fairly high, they will fuse quickly 
into a single, though probably variable, unit. But this is a matter 
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of time and degree: there is no clear basis for deciding whether, 
in a particular place at a particular time, the two groups are of 
one species or two. This situation seems to exist with several 
related European forms which have probably evolved in isolation 
and have later extended their ranges until they met. Finally, one 
must note the difficult case of similar, though not identical, groups 
which are in contact, but which appear to exclude each other from 
their respective ranges, without inter-breeding or substantial over¬ 
lap : this is well illustrated by the complex of Erebia tyndarus Esp. 

Because of these difficulties there are many differences of 
opinion as to whether specific status should, or should not, be given 
to some closely related forms; and some recent writers have 
preferred to use the terms “species-groups” or “semi-species” to 
describe them. It has seemed best, on the whole, to list here most 
of these disputed forms as separate species, while drawing atten¬ 
tion in the text to doubts about their final status. But it may be 
noted that, of the 367 units which are listed as species here, a 
determined “lumper” of forms would probably eliminate about 40, 
or over 10 per cent. On the other hand, further “splitting” of 
present specific units is to be expected as the biology and cytology 
of some of them come to be more closely studied. 

The distribution of species has been described primarily in 
terms of the countries and regions in which they occur, their 
range of altitude, and their preferred habitats; but closer indica¬ 
tions have been given where they are local and along the 
boundaries of their range. For a few particularly rare or local 
species, more precise localities have been given. The larval food- 
plants, themselves often a clue to distribution, have been 
mentioned where they are known to be specialised for the species 
concerned; but remarkably little is yet known about the larval 
habits of many European species. Times of emergence and the 
number of broods differ for most species too much from one part 
of the area to another to be capable of brief description; but they 
have been referred to where they are important for identification 
or for other special reasons. 

It is not possible to say with precision how many species of 
butterflies occur in each country in the area at the present time. 
There is uncertainty whether some species still exist in some 
countries where they undoubtedly once occurred; changes in 
political boundaries have caused confusion in the records in some 
places; and it must always be a matter of judgement how far 
to include occasionally vagrant or accidentally introduced species 
in a particular country’s list. Moreover, even in well-known parts 
of the area, many surprising discoveries probably still remain to 
be made. The table beneath can therefore only give an approxi¬ 
mate count of the numbers of species thought to be resident in, 
or fairly regular visitors to, each of the countries and major islands 
within the area. 
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Species of Rhopalocera Resident or Regularly Immigrant: 
Approximate Numbers for Countries and Larger Islands 

Finland . 100 
Sweden ..   109 
Norway . 95 
Denmark .   78 
Germany (Federal Republic) . 171 
Holland . 83 
Belgium and Luxembourg .. 116 
Switzerland . 202 
France (Continental) . 239 
Spain . 203 
Portugal . 113 
Italy (Continental) . 228 
Austria . 189 
Yugoslavia . 207 
Albania . 167 

Greece (with islands, except 
Crete and Rhodes) . 156 

European Turkey . 89 
Britain . 64 
Ireland . 31 
Balearic Islands . 29 
Corsica . 57 
Sardinia . 50 
Elba . 49 
Sicily . 97 
Maltese Islands . 22 
Crete . 42 
Rhodes . 46 
Cyprus . 50 

In compiling this list I have had greatly valued encouragement 
and advice from far more people than I can thank individually. 
It is proof of the complexity of the subject that the advice has 
sometimes conflicted, and I am conscious that, at the end, there 
must be many errors and omissions which will be criticised. I am 
especially grateful to Miss P. Holtham, the Librarian of the Royal 
Entomological Society of London, who has been unfailingly patient 
and helpful in tracking down references, and to Dr. L. G. Higgins 
and Mr C. G. Wyatt, who have read the proofs. 

Family: Hesperidae (Skippers) 

Sub-Family: Pyrgiinae 

Erynnis tages L. The Dingy Skipper. Throughout the area, 
except Finland, Scandinavia north of 62° lat., Portugal, and the 
Mediterranean islands, where it has been reported (doubtfully) 
only from Corsica and Sicily. In Britain to Inverness; in Ireland 
well spread but very local. Found in dry, sunny places, up to 
2,000 m. in the Alps. Larva on Lotus corniculatus, etc., 

E. marloyi Bdv. Separable from E. tages by the pair of black 
bands on the forewings upperside, and by two small white spots 
near the apex underside. Asiatic, but widespread in Greece, 
reaching into Yugoslav Macedonia as far as Skoplje and Drenovo 
and to Tirana in central Albania. 

Car char odus alceae Esp. Local and rare in Holland and north 
Germany, but becoming commoner from Brunswick south 
throughout the Continent and in all the Mediterranean islands; up 
to 1,600 m. in the Alps, Larva on Malvaceae. 

Reverdinus marruhii Rambur (boeticus Rambur). A south 
western species, usually very local on hot, dry slopes. In the 
Swiss Valais, scattered from Martigny to Brig up to 1,400 m., in 
the very distinct ssp. octodurensis Obth.; spread very locally 
through Italy (ssp. rostagnoi Vty), and not rare in Sicily (ssp. 
oberthuri Vty); as ssp. grisea Vty in the French Alps south from 
the Durance, in Gard and in the eastern Pyrenees, and more 
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commonly in east and central Spain; ssp. viridescens Vty in 
Andalusia and in Portugal, both by the sea and up to 1,500 m. in 
the Serra de Estrela. Larva on Marrubium vulgare and Ballota 
foetida. 

R. alchymillae Hb. (altheae Hb., floccifera Zell.). Larger than 
R. marubii, and with forewings more pointed and hindwings more 
deeply incised; on the forewings the three transparent spots form 
a half-moon instead of a straight line. Local and uncommon in 
central and south Germany and Austria, commoner in the Alps 
up to 2,000 m., and in France south of Paris; throughout Spain, 
Portugal and Italy, and reaching eastwards through Yugoslavia, 
Albania and northern Greece. Larva on Marrubium, etc. 

R. orient alls Rev. Colour upper side less violet than in the 
last species, and underside paler grey. Asiatic, reaching into 
European Turkey (Constantinople), Greece, (Kaza), Yugoslav 
Macedonia (Kaluckova, Tomoros, Nokolic, where it flies with the 
last species), and Albania (Shkodra); possibly also in Rhodes. 

Lavatheria lavatherae Esp. A southern species. In France, 
local in warm places from the Cevennes and the Hautes Alpes 
south, and through most of Spain, rising to 1,500 m. in the Alps 
and Pyrenees; in the Swiss Valais and throughout Italy, and in 
Yugoslavia from Croatia south and in Albania, Greece and Turkey. 
Not in the islands, except possibly Sicily; larva on Stachys recta. 

Pyrgus centaureae Rambur. Circum-polar, local, but well- 
spread in Finland and Sweden north of 60° lat.; in Norway mainly 
in the Telemark Mountains in the far south. In mosses, often 
above the tree-line. Records of the North American P. freija 
Warren from Finnish and Swedish Lapland probably refer to a 
form of P. centaureae. 

P. andromedae Wallgrn. Characterised by the brilliant white 
“exclamation mark” at the base of the hindwings underside. 
Boreo-alpine. Norway and Sweden, in the mountains from 62° 
lat., but mainly in the far north; throughout the Alps from 
Styria, Carinthia and the Bavarian Alps to the Maritimes, usually 
in small numbers by streams 1,700/3,000 m.; Pyrenees; mountains 
of Bosnia and the Shar Planina in Yugoslavia. 

P. cacaliae Rambur. Distinguished from the last by the 
smaller white spots upperside and the more blurred markings 
underside. In the Alps from Styria and the Allgau to the Mari¬ 
times, on both wet and dry ground 1,600/3,000 m.; very local in 
the Pyrenees. Generally more local than P. andromedae, but 
much commoner where found. Larva on Geum, Potentilla. 

P. sidae Esp. Characterised by the yellow bands underside 
hindwings. A south-eastern species. In France, local in Provence 
from Gard east, and in Italy in the south alpine valleys and 
through the Apennines to Apulia (ssp. occidua Vty.); more wide¬ 
spread from Istria south into Albania, Greece and Turkey (ssp. 
sidae). 

P. carthami Hb. (fritillarius Poda). Central and southern. 
Rare in north and central Germany and the Belgian Ardennes, 
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locally commoner through France (except Brittany); in the moun¬ 
tains of central and south Spain (ssp. nevadensis Obth., which 
much resembles P. alveus); common in the Alpine valleys up to 
2,200 m. (ssp. valesiaca Mabille); in north Italy, and again from 
the Abruzzi to Calabria; and through Yugoslavia as far as Serbia 
and again in south Albania and Greek Macedonia. It possibly 
exists in Sicily but not in the other islands. In the lowlands 
usually on heaths; higher up in flowery pastures. Larva on 
Althea, Malva, etc. 

P. malvae L. The Grizzled Skipper. From central Finland, 
central Sweden, and south Norway, south and east to Albania, 
Greece and Turkey; to the south-west the boundary between it 
and P. malvoides runs across France from Bordeaux to Lyon and 
Geneva, thence north of the Rhone valley across Switzerland into 
North Tyrol as far as Kufstein, thence south to the Adriatic near 
Trieste. In Britain widespread as far as south Scotland; not found 
in Ireland, nor in Crete, Rhodes or Cyprus. Usually common in 
flowery places, rising to about 1,700 m. Normally single-brooded 
at all altitudes. Larva on Potent ilia, Frag aria, Rub us, etc. 

P. malvoides El. & Ed. Superficial differences from P. malvae 
are small and not always constant: row of pre-marginal white 
spots on the forewings ill-defined or absent, tips of the antennae 
reddish instead of black, colour of the underside reddish instead 
of blackish-brown. But the genitalia are very different, and 
P. malvoides is double-brooded except at high altitudes. It 
replaces P. malvae through the whole Continent south west of the 
boundary, but probably does not exist in any of the islands except 
Sicily. Along the boundary individuals which are intermediate both 
in structure and appearance are common in France, but apparently 
rare in Switzerland and Austria. The two forms have probably 
evolved in isolation and later come into contact: whether they 
should be regarded as two species or one is still controversial. 

P. melotis Dup. Within the area known only from the Greek 
island of Milo: common in Syria and Palestine. By some regarded 
as a sub-species of P. malvae. 

P. onopordi Rambur. A southern species, liking hot, dry 
places, usually low down but sometimes up to 1,500 m.: two or 
three broods. Widespread in Portugal, eastern Spain, south-east 
France, and throughout Italy, though rare in the north; in 
Switzerland as ssp. conyzae Guen. only in the Rhone Valley and 
Ticino; in Yugoslavia, probably not extending far beyond the 
Istrian coast. Not reliably recorded from any of the islands. 

P. serratulae Rambur. Best identified by the clear white oval 
basal spot and the square, sharp edge to the median band on the 
hindwings underside. A wide central and southern distribution, 
mainly in the mountains, but also occurring patchily in the plains 
in the northern and western parts of its range. Local in Germany 
south of the Main, and in the Eiffel, Ardennes and Jura; abundant 
throughout the Alps, up to 2,500 m., as well as in the French 
Massif Central and the Pyrenees; also locally in the plains, as 
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at Fontainebleau and in the Foret de Vouvrans (Vendee), where 
the race is very large (ssp. occidentalis Lucas). More local in 
Spain, but certainly occurring at Albarracin and probably in the 
Sierra Nevada. In Italy, from the Alps through the Apennines, 
but only high up. Found in most of the Austrian mountains. In 
Yugoslavia, in Herzegovina, Montenegro and Macedonia; also in 
Albania and northern Greece (Mt. Olvmpus), as ssp. balcanica 
Warren. Larva on Potentilla, but little is known of it. 

P. cirsii Rambur (jritillum Schiff.). Characterised by the 
square white spotting on the upperside forewings, and the bright 
red-brown ground colour underside. A wide south-westerly 
range, usually found on limestone at low levels, but rising to at 
least 1,100 m. in the Dauphiny Alps (Vallouise). Very local in 
the Rhineland and in east Bavaria, and through Austria as far 
east as Vienna. In France, in the Paris district (Fontainebleau), 
Touraine, the Cevennes, and Provence; ssp. iberica Gr-Grsh. is 
widespread in Spain. In Switzerland, only in a few localities in 
the Jura, Valais and Ticino. Records from several parts of Italy 
and Sicily are doubtful, but in Yugoslavia it has been found in 
Istria. 

P. carlinae Rambur. Smaller than P. cirsii, and having a much 
duller underside: by some authorities regarded as only an alpine 
sub-species of it. Confined to the Swiss, Italian and French Alps, 
from Ticino and Kandersteg to the Maritimes: occurrence in 
Austria doubtful. Locally abundant in flowery meadows 1,500/ 
2,500 m. Larva on Potentilla verna. 

P. alveus Hb. Widespread in south Finland and, more locally, 
in Sweden, Denmark and probably south Norway, but absent 
from north-west Germany, Holland and the British Isles. From 
Brunswick south it is mostly confined to hills and mountains, and 
in the Alps is often abundant up to at least 2,700 m. True P. 
alveus (as distinct from P. accreta) probably does not occur in the 
Pyrenees or Spain; and Kauffmann (1954) considers that in Italy 
ssp. colurnus from the Alpine foothills, and also ssp. centralitaliae 
Verity, found high up in the Apennines, should be attached to yet 
another species, P. iliensis Rev., on grounds both of structure and 
distinctive appearance. Ssp. trebevicensis Warren occurs in the 
mountains through Yugoslavia to Macedonia, and a smaller race 
in north Albania and in Greece. Larva on Helianthemum and 
Potentilla. 

P. accreta Vty. Larger than P. alveus, and more mottled, 
especially on hindwings upperside. Separated on structural 
grounds by Warren in 1953, but its specific status is still disputed. 
Ssp. accreta is found throughout the Pyrenees, the Cantabrians, 
and probably in the Cevennes; ssp. centralhispaniae Vty. (which 
closely resembles P. carthami) in the central Spanish mountains; 
and ssp. insigniamiscens Vty. in the Sierra Nevada. In the 
Maritime Alps ssp. grandis Vty. flies along with both P. alveus and 
P. bellieri, and the smaller ssp. jurassica Warren is found in 
western Switzerland. P. accreta (? ssp.) was detected in 1953 on 
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the Kaiser stuhl in Baden, overlapping with P. alveus, and also 
at Vernon in Normandy. 

P. scandinavicus Strand. (reverdini Obth.). Separated from 
P. alveus and attached to the Asiatic P. reverdini Obth. by Warren 
in 1952 and 1953, partly on structural grounds and because of 
its co-existence with ordinary P. alveus at Sylkynjarvi in Finland 
and at Gjendestunga in Norway; he found other examples from 
places in Norway and in the Baltic island of Gotland. But 
Scandinavian authorities have since doubted whether two distinct 
species exist in Scandinavia, have questioned the connection of 
scandinavicus with P. reverdini, and have continued to regard it 
as a sub-species of P. alveus. 

P. sifanicus Gr.-Grsh. Warren in 1953 also separated this 
from P. alveus and attached to it ssp. warrenensis Vty (ryffelensis 
Warren nec Obth., alticola Rebel). This is much smaller than 
P. alveus, and the white spots on the upper side are reduced to 
mere points or even absent. It has been taken at high levels in 
the French Alps (Pralognan, Saint Veran, Larche), in the Italian 
Alps (above Aosta), in Switzerland (Zermatt and Alp Scharmoin 
in Grisons), in the Bavarian Alps (Allgau, Triscubel), and. in the 
Austrian Tyrol (Samnaun Gruppe). At Saint Veran it differs 
obviously from the P. alveus flying with it, but is easily confused 
with P. serratulae f. caeca. In 1981 Warren determined as ssp. 
sifanicus specimens taken by Higgins near the Gross Glockner. 

P. armoricanus Obth. Smaller than P. alveus and having 
more white on the hindwings upperside; its habits and biotopes 
also very distinct. Widespread through the Continent south of 
the Baltic, but only at low levels, seldom reaching 1,000 m.; 
double or treble brooded. One locality in south Sweden and 
several in the Danish islands of Zeeland and Bornholm, but absent 
from north-west Germany and Holland. Local near Ostend, in 
the Belgian Ardennes, in the Rheinland, Baden, and through most 
of Austria. Well spread through Switzerland, France and Italy, 
and reaching to south Spain; found in Corsica, Sardinia, Elba and 
Sicily. In Yugoslav Macedonia, Albania, Greece and Turkey 
represented by the highly coloured ssp. persica Rev. Larva on 
Fragaria and Potentilla. 

P. bellieri Obth. (foulquieri Obth.). Separable from P. alveus, 
etc., by the heavy white markings upperside and by the prominent 
white abdominal tuft. Local in the Cottian and Maritime Alps 
and Prealps, and in Gard and Ardeche; in the central Italian 
Apennines (Abruzzi, Sibillini, Aurunci); and perhaps in north¬ 
east Spain (Massif de Montseny). Also recorded in 1918 from 
Bestriq in the north Albanian Alps. On dry flowery slopes from 
300 to 1,500 m., often flying with P. alveus and P. accreta. 

P. cinarae Rambur. Yugoslav Macedonia (Prilep, Tomoros, 
Nikola Valley, Skoplje, and north Greece (Bermion Mts. at 800 m.), 
central Spain (Tragacete, Cuenca, but still few specimens known). 
An extraordinary distribution. 
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Spialia sertorius Hffmsgg. (hibiscae Hb., sao Hb.). A south¬ 
western range, extending from central Germany, Bavaria and most 
of Austria through south Holland, Belgium, Switzerland, Italy 
and France to Portugal and south Spain; recently found in two 
places in Corsica. Generally common on open ground up to 1,800 
m. in the Alps, and higher further south. Larva on Sanguisorba, 
Rub us, Potent ilia, etc. 

S. therapne Bambur. Peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia, where it 
is widespread in plain and mountain but usually scarce. Often 
regarded as an island sub-species of S. sertorius. The smallest 
European Hesperiid, seldom exceeding 21 mm. 

S. orbifer Hb. Differs from S. sertorius, of which it is the south¬ 
eastern counterpart, by the reduced white markings upperside and 
the colder grey underside; also structurally. It ranges from east 
Styria, Istria, and Croatia, through Yugoslavia and Albania to 
Greece and Turkey; also uncommonly in the Madonie in Sicily. 
Often regarded as only a sub-species of S. sertorius. Though they 
must approach very closely in the eastern Alps there seems to be 
no evidence of actual overlap or inter-breeding. 

S. phlomidis H.-S. An Asiatic species, only reaching the area 
in Albania (Kula e Lumes in the north, Maliq Lake in the east), 
Yugoslav Macedonia (Drenovo and Matka near Skoplje), and 
Greece (Mt. Parnassus). Found on bushy ground. 

Sloperia proto Ochs. A southern species, always in hot, dry 
places. France, very local in Var, Bouches du Rhone and Gard; 
widespread in Spain and local in Portugal; in Italy, a few locali¬ 
ties in the Abruzzi (Valle del Liri) and Apulia (Monte Gargano 
and Otranto) and in Sicily; Dalmatia (Dubrovnik), Montenegro 
(Rijeka). Larva on Phlomis and Salvia. 

Tuttia tessellum Hb. Asiatic, known in the area only from 
Greek Macedonia, in the Struma Valley north of Salonica and on 
Mt. Olympus, at 900 m. 

Sub-Family: Hesperiinae 

(The larvae of this sub-family all feed on Gramineae, mostly 
on several different species.) 

Carterocephalus palaemon Pall. The Chequered Skipper. A 
central range, frequenting damp woods. Widespread in Finland 
and in Sweden from 62° to 67° lat., local in south-west Norway; 
in Denmark, only on the island of Bornholm. Very local in north 
Germany and Holland but common southwards to the Alps and 
Switzerland, where it is found up to 1,600 m. Well-spread from 
the Belgian Ardennes through north and west France to Brittany, 
and also in the Pyrenees. In Italy confined to the alpine zone, 
and in Yugoslavia, at high levels only, in Croatia, Bosnia and 
Dalmatia. In Britain a unique distribution: a small Midland area 
(Hunts., Northants., Lines.), and near Fort William in the Scot¬ 
tish Highlands. 
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C. silvicola Meigen (sylvius Knoch). Northern, always very 
local, in sunny places in damp woods. In Finland widespread to 
the Arctic Circle; Sweden, in the island of Gotland, in the centre 
and up the east coast; in Norway very local in the south but 
also in the northern mountains from 67 ° to 690 lat. It occurs in 
the Danish island of Lolland, and in north Germany very locally 
from Holstein to Brunswick. 

Heteropterus morpheus Pall. A wide but very patchy central 
range. In Denmark very rare on Lolland and Falster; single 
specimens only from Sweden and Finland. Very local in north 
Germany from Schleswig to Hamburg and Brunswick, possibly 
spreading. In Holland, it appeared in North Brabant in 1949, 
and is found in the Belgian Ardennes. Scattered locally through 
the western half of France and into north Spain.. In Switzerland 
only in Grisons and in Ticino, where it is locally common (ssp. 
aniensis Dannehl.); in Italy only in the sub-Alpine zone and in a 
few places in Latium. Found in Lower Austria and Styria; in 
Yugoslavia, in Istria, and once reported from Bitola in Macedonia. 
Not in Britain, but resident in the Channel Islands.. Always in 
damp woods, where Molinia coerulea is present. 

Adopoea lineola Ochs. The Essex Skipper. Central and 
southern. Local in Finland, south Sweden and in two places in 
Norway; southwards widespread through the Continent to 
Andalusia, Calabria and north Greece, reaching 2,000 m. in the 
Alps (ssp. ludoviciae Mab.). In Britain locally abundant on the 
coasts of Essex and Kent, and in small numbers inland across 
the south to Somerset. Not in Ireland, nor in the Mediterranean 
islands except Sicily and, possibly, Corsica and Sardinia. 

A. flava Brunnich (thaumas Hufn., linea Muller, sylvestris 
Poda). The Small Skipper. Central and southern. Not in Scan¬ 
dinavia, but from Denmark south throughout the Continent, ssp. 
fulminans Rebel and Zerny in the Balkans ; rises to about 1,500 m. 
in the Alps. In Britain only to Yorkshire, and not in Ireland. 
Found in Elba and Sicily, but probably not in the other islands. 

A. hyrax Led. Asiatic, but found on the Greek islands of 
Samos and Mytilene, 23.vi.1936 and 16.vi.1934. 

Thymelicus actaeon Rott. The Lulworth Skipper. From 
south Hannover and south Holland through the Continent (ex¬ 
cept, apparently, Austria), widespread but local and only at low 
levels. In Britain confined to south-facing cliffs in Dorset and 
Devon. Found in Elba, Sicily, Crete, Rhodes and Cyprus. 

Ochlodes venata Brem. & Grey (sylvanus Esp.). The Large 
Skipper. From central Finland, Sweden and Norway through the 
Continent, generally common and rising to 2,000 m. in the Alps. 
In Britain it reaches south Scotland, but it is absent from Ireland 
and the Mediterranean islands except Sicily. The large, dark ssp. 
esperi Vty. is found along the Mediterranean in France and Italy. 

Hesperia comma L. The Silver-spotted Skipper. In Arctic 
Norway and Sweden (ssp. catena Stdgr.) and, after a gap, in 
central Scandinavia, well spread through the Continent, usually 
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on hills and rising to 2,500 m. in the Alps. It is, however, absent 
from south Italy and probably from all the Mediterranean islands 
except Sicily. In Britain very local and confined to the chalk and 
limestone in the south: not in Ireland. 

Parnara thrax Led. In the area, only in Cyprus, where it is 
local in the plains. 

P. zelleri Led. Levantine and North African. Crete and per¬ 
haps formerly Cyprus; Spain: a few specimens from Gibraltar 
and Algeciras. 

Gegenes nostrodamus F. Difficult to separate from the next 
species. It is usually larger and has sharper angles to both fore 
and hindwings; the colour upperside is chestnut, whereas in G. 
pumilio it is dark brown or black; and the underside is silvery 
white instead of grey-brown; finally, the clear spaces upperside 
are pure white in G. nostodamus, but yellowish in G. pumilio. In 
Italy very local and scarce near Bologna, between the pinewoods 
and the shore at Viareggio in the Lucchese, around Rome and 
Naples, and in Sicily near Palermo; east and south Spain, south 
Portugal, and Palma in the Balearic Islands. Records from 
Yugoslavia need confirmation, but it is certainly found near 
Durazzo and Valona in Albania. 

G. pumilio Hffmsg. More widespread than the last, and com¬ 
moner where found. In France, on the Corniche between Monte 
Carlo and Menton (A-M) and near Cavalaire and le Lavandou 
(Var); in Italy, local down the west coast from Genoa south, near 
Florence, and at Maratra in Lucania; in Albania, Shkodra and 
Rushkuli; in Greece, Sparta. Also common in Elba and Sicily 
and recorded from Malta, Rhodes, and Cyprus. For Spain, Agenjo 
(1959) says that most, if not all, of the records refer to G. 
nostrodamus : most are from Catalonia. 

Family: Papilionidae 

Sub-Family: Papilioninae (Swaliow-Tails) 

Papilio machaon L. The Swallow-tail. Throughout the area, 
including the islands, except Ireland: in Britain (ssp. britannicus 
Seitz) now confined to marshes in Norfolk and Suffolk, with 
occasional immigrants or temporary settlers (ssp. bigenerata Vty.) 
near the south coast. Ssp. lapponicus Vty. is found in the Arctic, 
ssp. machaon further south in Scandinavia, ssp. bigenerata Vty. 
(gorganus Frhst.) in central Europe and most of France, and ssp. 
sphyrus Hb. or closely related forms in the Mediterranean area. 
In the Alps ssp. alpicola Vty. is locally the resident form above 
1,300 m. Larva on many TJmbelliferae, but in Britain only on 
Peucedanum palustre L. 

P. hospiton Gene. Peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia, where it 
is local and not common above 600 m., especially among the 
endemic Peucedanum paniculatum. 

Pterourus alexanor Esp. Found in three widely separated 
areas: south-east France (Ardeche, Vaucluse, Isere, Drome, 
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Hautes et Basses Alpes, Var and Alpes maritimes); south Italy 
(Aspromonte) and Sicily; and as ssp. magna Vty. from Istria 
through western Yugoslavia and Albania to Greece. It frequents 
mountain gorges up to 1,300 m. Larva on Ptychotis heterophylla 
Koch and other alpine Umbelliferae. 

Iphiclides podalirius L. (sinon Poda, flammaeus Fourc.). The 
Scarce Swallow-tail. General through the area south from the 
Rhineland, but in south France (Rousillon) and in Spain and 
Portugal only in isolated colonies, surrounded by the next species; 
apparently not in the Balearic Islands or in Cyprus. A very 
occasional vagrant or import to Denmark, Sweden, Holland and 
England. Usually at low levels, but up to 1,500 m. in the Alps. 
Larva on Primus, Cerasus, etc. 

I. feist hameli Dup. The black markings are much more 
extensive than in I. podalirius, especially on the outer margin of 
the forewings and the inner margin of the hind wings. Largely 
replaces it in the extreme south of France (Herault, Aude, Pyr.-or.) 
and throughout Spain and Portugal. Where the two overlap 
intermediates occur occasionally, and some authors regard the two 
as one species. 

Sub-Family: Zerynthiinae 

Zerynthia (Thais) cerisyi Bdv. Balkan, very local in vineyards 
and ditches where Aristolochia grows. North and central Albania, 
Yugoslav and Greek Macedonia from Skoplje to Doiran (ssp. 
ferdinandi Stichel), Crete (ssp. cretica Rebel), Rhodes (ssp. 
martini Frhst.), Cyprus (ssp. cypria Stichel). 

Z. rumina L. South western, local on dry hillsides from sea- 
level to 1,000 m. among Aristolochia pistolochia. Most of Portugal 
and south, central and east Spain. In France ssp. medesicaste 
Hffmsgg. stretches from the eastern Pyrenees across the Cevennes 
and the Alpine foothills as far as Nice, where its range overlaps 
that of the next species; northwards, it reaches up the Durance 
Valley almost to Brian9on. 

Z. polyxena Schiff. (hypermnestra Scop., hypsipyle Schulze). 
South-eastern, very local in damp meadows among Aristolochia 
rotunda or A. clematitis, up to about 800 m. In France, only 
from Gard to Alpes maritimes (ssp. creusa Meigen); local in 
various races throughout Italy and Sicily; in Switzerland only in 
Ticino, and now probably extinct. Eastwards it extends from 
Lower Austria and Styria (ssp. polyxena Schiff.) through most of 
Yugoslavia into Albania, and also southern Greece (ssp. taygeta 
Rosen). 

Doritis apollinus Herbst. A Levantine species, only just 
reaching the area. Ssp. thracica Buresch occurs on the Kara Dagh 
on the Greek / Bulgarian frontier in south-west Thrace; in Turkey, 
some were taken in January 1923 at Gallipoli; and larvae have 
been reported as common in Rhodes. 
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Sub-Family: Parnassiinae 

Parnassius phoebus F. (delius Esp.). Confined to the Alps, 
from Styria and the Allgauer Alps to the Dolomites and the Mari 
times, in local colonies between 1,500 and 2,600 m. where Saxifraga 
aizoides grows. Innumerable local races have been named. There 
is a broad distinction between ssp. sacerdos Stichel in the east and 
central Alps and ssp. serenus Frhst. in the Pennine Alps and south 
from Mont Blanc. In the Maritime Alps ssp. gazeli Praviel, which 
is large with a pure white ground-colour and an enlarged hyaline 
band on the forewings,, feeds on Sedum roseum, as does the rather 
similar ssp. styriacus Frhst. which is local in Salzburg and Styria. 
It is possible that these belong to a distinct species. 

P. apollo L. In Finland, Sweden and Norway local in the plain 
and on low hills from 63° lat. southwards, with occasional 
stragglers in Denmark and even Holland; elsewhere on most of 
the higher mountains through the Continent to the Sierra Nevada, 
the Abruzzi, Albania and northern Greece; also in Sicily, but not 
the other islands. Commonest in the Alps and Pyrenees. There 
are about a score of records from Britain, which, where authentic, 
probably represent accidental imports. Local variation is 
immense, and more than fifty races or sub-species within the area 
have been named. Larva on Sedum and Sempervivum. 

P. mnemosyne L. Near the coasts of Finland, south Sweden 
and Denmark, and in a few places in the Norwegian mountains; 
further south, in mountain meadows to 2,000 m., but always very 
local. Larva on Corydalis and perhaps on Sedum. Over forty 
races have been named in the area: they may perhaps be grouped 
as follows:—ssp. mnemosyne in Scandinavia; ssp. ariovistus 
Frhst. in Germany from the Harz to Lake Constance and across 
the sub-alpine zone to Vienna; ssp. hartmanni Stdfss. group in 
most of the Alps and through Yugoslavia into Albania and Greece ; 
ssp. mutata Bryk. in the French and west Italian Alps, with closely 
related forms extending through the Apennines and into the 
Madonie in Sicily; ssp. montdorensis Kolar in the Auvergne; and 
ssp. pyrenaica Turati and ssp. vernetanus Frhst. in the central and 
eastern Pyrenees, just entering Spain. 

Family: Pieridae 

Sub-Family: Dismorphiinae (Wood Whites) 

Leptidea sinapis L. The Wood White. Widespread from 
near the Arctic Circle throughout the Continent, and in all the 
major islands except Malta, Rhodes and Cyprus. It is, however, 
rare and contracting its range in Holland and north-west Germany, 
and scarce in south Spain; in Britain it reaches only to Westmor¬ 
land, being local in the west but having become extinct in most 
of the eastern half of England. The Irish ssp. juvernica Williams 
is heavily marked underside with greenish black, so that it 
resembles L. duponcheli. L. sinapis favours meadows and wood 
verges, reaching 2,000 m. in the Alps. Larva on Leguminosae, 
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L. morsei Fenton. Larger than L. sinapis, with weaker black 
markings, more yellowish ground-colour, and pure white fringes 
to the forewings: there are also two longitudinal streaks on the 
hindwings underside. An eastern species, discovered in the area 
in 1930 and so far noticed, as ssp. major Grund, only in Lower 
Austria, Styria, and northern Yugoslavia from Croatia as far 
south-west as Istria. It frequents clearings and rides in the heart 
of the forests. 

L. duponcheli Stdgr. (? lathyri Dup.). The spring brood has a 
very different underside from L. sinapis, but in the summer brood 
the best test is the wholly black tips to the antennae: in L. sinapis 
these are white beneath. Found in two widely separated areas: 
south-east France, in the triangle Marseilles/Digne/Nice, just 
reaching Italy at Ventimiglia; and in the south of Yugoslav 
Macedonia, south-east Albania, and northern Greece. Always 
local, on hillsides and in vineyards, up to 800 m. in France but 
much higher in the Balkans. 

Sub-Family: Pierinae (Whites) 

Anthocaris euphenoides Stdgr. South-western. In most of 
Spain, Portugal and the eastern Pyrenees (ssp. andalusica Ribbe); 
thence in France through Rousillon and Provence to the Alpine 
valleys as far north as Isere, and in north Italy and the Swiss 
Ticino as far east as Lake Lugano (ssp. euphenoides); also in 
isolated colonies in Latium and the Abruzzi (ssp. italorum 
Dannehl). Frequents old vineyards and stony hillsides among 
Biscutella, reaching 1,400 m. in the Alps and higher in the 
Pyrenees. 

A. damone Bdv. South-eastern. Very local in Turkey (Con¬ 
stantinople), Yugoslav Macedonia (Skoplje), and Greece (Delphi, 
etc.); also isolated colonies in south Italy (Reggio and Aspro- 
monte) and in Sicily (round Mt. Etna). Larva on I satis tinctoria. 

A. cardamines L. The Orange-tip. From the Arctic Circle 
through the whole area, except south Portugal, Andalusia, the 
Balearics, Malta, Rhodes and Cyprus. Found up to 2,000 m. The 
Irish ssp. hibernica Williams has the female hindwings yellowish; 
the Mediterranean ssp. meridionalis Vty. has the green markings 
underside reduced and is usually large. 

A. qruneri H-S. Smaller than A. cardamines, and has the 
discal spot double in the male and much larger in the female. As 
ssp. macedonica Buresch, in the south of Albania and Yugoslav 
Macedonia and through Greece and Turkey. 

Euchloe tagis Hb. Often hard to separate from E. ausonia: 
it is smaller, has the black markings upperside less developed, and 
on the underside the green markings are more speckled with 
white. South-western. Ssp. tagis is widespread in south Portugal 
and Andalusia, and ssp. castellana Vty. in central Spain and 
Catalonia. In France ssp. bellezina Bdv. is found mainly on the 
coast from the Spanish frontier to Menton, but reaches inland as 
tar as Orange and Digne, with an isolated colony in Hautes Alpes. 
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It flies very fast on waste ground and on dry hillsides; strictly 
single-brooded. Larva on Biscutella and Iberis. 

E. insularis Stdgr. Peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia; local 
from sea-level to 500 m., not common. It has been attached as a 
sub-species both to E. tagis and to E. ausonia, but is probably 
best regarded as distinct. It looks more like the former, but is, 
like the latter, double-brooded. 

E. ausonia Hb. (belia auctt., crameri Butler, orientalis Brem.). 
Southern. Through most of Portugal, Spain and France south of 
the Loire, extending rarely to the Marne and once caught in the 
Belgian Ardennes; in Swiss Ticino and all Italy except east of 
Lake Garda; apparently not found in Austria and north Yugo¬ 
slavia, but general as ssp. gracea Ver. from Bosnia south through 
Albania, Greece and Turkey. Found in Elba and Sicily; also in 
Crete, and in Rhodes and Cyprus (ssp. taurica Rober). The two 
broods, in March / April and May/ June, differ greatly in the 
extent and shade of the green markings underside. Larva on 
many Cruciferae. 

E. simplonia Bdv. nec Freyer (marchandae G-H.). Differs 
from E. ausonia by the much heavier black scaling and by the 
yellowish colour of the hindwings; single-brooded, in June and 
July. The larvae also differ considerably. But some authors 
treat it as a glacial sub-species of E. ausonia. In the Alps from 
the Bernese Oberland westwards, and south to the Maritimes, 
ranging from under 500 m. to over 2,000 m.; also, as ssp. oberthuri 
Vty., through the Pyrenees and in the Cantabrians. 

E. belemia Esp. South western: central and south Portugal, 
north-west and south-east Spain, especially in Andalusia but also 
found rarely near Madrid. Locally common on hillsides among 
Biscutella. Two broods, February / April and April/May, very 
different in appearance but sometimes flying together. 

E. charlonia Donzel. Only known in the area from the Kara 
Dagh on Bulgarian / Greek frontier in Thrace, from near Skoplje 
and Bitolj in Yugoslav Macedonia, and at 850 m. on Mt. Olympus 
in Greece. The few specimens known are males taken in June 
and probably belonging to a second brood. 

Zegris eupheme Esp. A south Russian and Asiatic species 
which reappears in Morocco and also in Spain, where ssp. 
meridionalis Led. is spread locally from Andalusia (Granada) 
north through central Spain to Albarracin and Teruel and as far 
as Lerida, Salamanca and Burgos. In hilly places among 
Biscutella. 

Pontia daplidice L. The Bath White. Resident more or less 
from south Finland, Sweden and Denmark throughout the 
Continent and all the Mediterranean islands, but reaching Norway, 
Holland and Belgium, England and (once) Ireland only as an 
irregular migrant. 

P. chloridice Hb. Asiatic and east Balkan, known in the area 
only rarely from Albania, Turkey and Cyprus, possibly as a 
migrant. 
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Synchloe callidice Esp. Throughout the Alps, from Styria to 
the Bavarian Alps on the north and from Certosa di Pesio round 
to the Maritimes on the south; also throughout the Pyrenees. 
Found from 1,500 to 3,000 m., mostly near the summits, where it 
flies furiously over difficult ground. Larva on many Cruciferae. 

Pieris brassicae L. The Large White. Resident throughout 
the area, also highly migratory. Examples from the French 
Riviera, and also from Cyprus, are very large (up to 74 mm.) and 
have the black markings enlarged (f. cataleuca Rober). 

P. krueperi Stdgr. Characterised by downward pointing, 
wedge shaped, black spots near the tips of the fore and hindwings. 
In the area confined to Albania (Dzhura), Greece (Delphi, 
Akladokabas), Yugoslav Macedonia (Skoplje, Veles, Brod), and 
Greek Thrace (Kara Agach). Local in the mountains and usually 
scarce. 

P. rapae L. The Small White. Abundant throughout the area, 
except that it is rare in Scandinavia and Finland north of 62 ° lat. 
Very migratory. 

P. mannii Mayer (manni Stdgr.). Differs from P. rapae by its 
squarer forewings, by the sickle-shaped apical markings, which 
extend down the outer margin, and by the heavier and squarer 
black spots. But these characters are clearest in the summer 
broods, and in the females: males of the spring brood can be 
hard to separate. Southern: most of France south of the Loire, 
north and central Spain, in Switzerland only in Valais and Ticino, 
all Italy, and from Lower Austria south through Yugoslavia and 
Albania to Greece; not recorded reliably from the islands other 
than Corsica, Elba and Sicily. Not migratory, and always fairly 
local, preferring waste ground and not reaching above 1,500 m. 
Larva on Diplotaxis, Iberis and other Cruciferae. 

P. ergane G-H. Differs from the other European Pieris by the 
total absence of black spots on the underside; on the upperside 
the apical markings are squarish. South eastern. In France so 
far known only at Conat (Pyr-or.) and near Briangon (Htes 
Alpes); in Italy very local in Campania, Latium, near Ancona, 
and in the Alto Adige; better spread in Lower Austria and 
through Yugoslavia and Albania into Greece. Frequents south¬ 
facing hillsides from sea-level to 1,400 m. 

P. napi L. The Green-veined White. Throughout the area, except 
that it is rare in south Spain and absent from Malta, Crete, Cyprus 
and possibly from Corsica and Sardinia. Not usually migratory, 
and developing definable sub-species. In north-west Scandinavia 
ssp. adalwinda Frhst. has dark grey females; in north-east Sweden 
and north Finland ssp. bicolorata Petersen has yellow ones; in 
north Scotland they are much more suffused with black than in 
England and central Europe. In the Mediterranean area the 
second and third broods of ssp. meridionalis Heyne lack in both 
sexes the usual veining on the underside hindwings and look much 
like P. rapae. 
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P. bryoniae Ochs. In the male almost identical with P. napi, 
but in typical females the ground colour is yellowish, heavily 
suffused with purplish scales: they thus resemble P. napi 
adalwinda, but the androconial scales of the males are very 
different. Jura, Vosges, and locally throughout the Alps, on damp 
pastures above 1,000'm., single brooded. In Lower Austria, and 
in Garinthia and north Yugoslavia the ssp. jlavescens Wagner and 
neobryoniae Shelzo. come much lower down and have second and 
third broods, in which the females are more or less white. It has 
been shown that there is some natural cross-breeding between 
these and P. napi, though apparently not between P. napi and P. 
bryoniae bryoniae. 

P. dubiosa Rober. Forewings broader and rounder than in 
P. napi, black markings upperside much enlarged, veining on the 
underside hindwings quite absent. Known from woods in the 
mountains of Corsica (Vizzavona, etc.), Portugal (Serra de Estrela) 
and Spain (La Granja, Sierra de Alfacar, Sierra Nevada): possibly 
overlooked elsewhere. Its precise status is still uncertain. Rober 
(1909) described it as either a form of P. rapae or a distinct 
species; others have regarded it as a form of P. napi meridionalis; 
Warren (1963) after study of its androconial scales has concluded 
that it is a southern sub-species of P. bryoniae. 

Aporia crataegi L. Black-veined White. Widspread from 
mid-Scandinavia and Finland through the Continent, but not 
found in south Portugal, Ireland, or the Mediterranean islands 
other than Sicily and Rhodes. In Britain,, it was formerly 
local in the midlands and south, but after 1880 it became confined 
to east Kent, and was last seen there in 1922. Among hedges and 
orchards, generally at low levels, but found in the Alps up to 2,000 
m. Larva on Prunus and Crataegus. 

Sub-Family: Coliadmae (Clouded Yellows) 

(The females of nearly all species in this sub-family are 
dimorphic, being either some shade of yellow, as in the male, or 
more or less white. The proportions vary according to the species: 
e.g. in Colios croceus pale females are much the rarer, while in C. 
hyale the reverse is the case.) 

C. hyale L. Pale Clouded Yellow. Resident in central and 
south Germany, Austria, Switzerland, and in France north of the 
line La Rochelle/Grenoble. It spreads north as an annual migrant 
to England, Holland and Belgium, Denmark, south Sweden and 
Finland, sometimes breeding there in the summer. Its distribu¬ 
tion in south France, Italy and Yugoslavia is uncertain because of 
confusion with the next species. It frequents especially clover 
and lucerne fields, where it breeds. 

C. australis Vty. (calida Vty., alfacariensis Ribbe). Berger’s 
Clouded Yellow. Separated from C. hyale by Berger (1948). Fore¬ 
wings rounder, central spots on the hindwings larger and redder, 
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and the black border narrower: in the males the black shading at 
the base of the forewings extends as a wedge along the lower 
margin, while in C. hyale it extends upwards as a fan. More or 
less common in Spain, Portugal, Italy, Austria and the Balkans, 
and resident rather further north than C. hyale into south-west 
Belgium and in central Germany; but less migratory, and much 
rarer in England and Holland and not known in Scandinavia. It 
frequents hills in limestone country, and the larva is believed to 
feed only on Hippocrepis comosa: it differs greatly from that of 
C. hyale. 

C. phicomone Esp. Throughout the Alps from Styria and the 
Bavarian Alps to the Maritimes, and in the Pyrenees and Canta¬ 
brians: generally common in meadows above 1,400 m. Larva on 
Vicia, etc. 

C. nastes Bdv. Circum-polar. Within the area, as spp. 
werdandi Zett., only in the birch zone in the mountains of Arctic 
Norway and Sweden and the western tip of Finland. Larva on 
A s tragalus frigidus. 

C. palaeno L. Throughout Scandinavia, Finland, and Den¬ 
mark (spp. palaeno), most of Germany, the Ardennes and the 
Jura (spp. europome Esp.), and at higher levels up to 2,500 m. 
through the Alps (ssp. europomene Ochs.), reaching south to the 
Alto Adige and the Maritimes. Very local in bogs among 
Vaccinium uliginosum, the larval food. 

C. erate Esp. Just enters the area at Constantinople, probably 
only as a migrant. One was caught on the Greek island of Samo- 
thrace in 1962. 

C. crocea Fourc. Clouded Yellow. Probably not resident 
north of the Alps and the Loire, but penetrates as a migrant, in 
some years frequent and breeding freely, to south Scandinavia 
and Finland, all Britain and Ireland. Common throughout the 
rest of the area. Larva on Trifolium, etc. 

C. chrysotheme Esp. East central. Within the area only in 
Lower Austria, Burgenland, and Styria : a very occasional migrant 
elsewhere. Very local on bare hills. Larva on Vida, Coronilla, 
Astragalus. 

C. myrmidone Esp. East central. In east Bavaria, Austria 
(especially Styria and east Carinthia), northern Yugoslavia and, 
as ssp. halcanica Rebel, at high levels in Montenegro and 
Macedonia; locally common among the foodplant, Cytisus, on the 
edges of woods. 

C. hecla Lef. Circum-polar. As ssp. sulitelma Aur. in the 
Arctic mountains of Norway and Sweden as far south as 65° lat.; 
on higher ground than C. nastes but usually rarer. Larva on 
Astragalus alpinus. 

C. aurorina H.-S. Asiatic. As ssp. heldreichi Stdgr. in the 
mountains of central Greece and the Morea, usually above 1,200 m. 
(Mt. Olympus, Karpenision, Mt. Chelmos). 
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Sub-Family: Gonepterygini (Brimstones) 

Gonepteryx rhamni. The Brimstone. From mid-Scandinavia 
and Finland through almost the whole area, where the foodplant, 
Rhamnus, grows but in the southern parts mainly in the moun¬ 
tains, In Britain, barely reaching Scotland but widespread in 
Ireland. Not in the Balearics, Crete, Rhodes, Cyprus or, prob¬ 
ably, Malta, The African ssp, mauretanica Rober occurs in 
Andalusia. 

G. farinosa Zell. Best separated from the other Gonepteryx 
by the more wavy edge to the lower margin of the hindwings. 
Levantine : in the area only in Rhodes, Greece (Delphi, where 
it flies with G. rhamni and G. cleopatra, Attica, etc.), Yugoslav 
Macedonia (Krivolac and Montenegro (Bar) and north Albania 
(Skhodra). 

G. cleopatra L. The males are characterised by the orange 
patch on the forewings ; in both sexes the wings are squarer and 
the points less pronounced than in G. rhamni. Southern. In 
France south of the line Angouleme/Savoie, and in Switzerland 
only in Ticino and on the south side of the Simplon; common 
throughout Portugal, Spain, Italy, north and west Yugoslavia, 
more local in Albania, Greece and Turkey. Found in all the 
Mediterranean islands. In Cyprus ssp. taurica Stdgr. has the 
orange patches paler and smaller; ssp. fiorii Turati in Rhodes. 

Family: Danasdae 

Danaus plexippus L. The Monarch. North American, estab¬ 
lished on this side of the Atlantic only in the Canary Islands, 
Madeira and the Azores: within the area only a vagrant. In 
Britain about 210 have been seen since the first record in 1876, 
the highest numbers being 40 in 1933, 14 in 1934, 12 in 1932 and 
1885, 11 in 1948. There are four Irish records—1916, 1932, 1933, 
(2); Spain, two (Gibraltar 1886, Cape St. Vincent about 1893); 
Portugal, two (Oporto 1886, 1932); France, two (Vendee 
1877, two); Holland, one (The Hague 1886); Norway, one 
(Oslo 1957, picked up dead in a dock warehouse). Most have 
been seen in September, which is the time of the great southward 
migrations in the United States, Probably a few cross the Atlantic 
with favouring winds; it is, however, known that some arrive 
on ships, and others may be shorter distance migrants from the 
Azores or Madeira. Larva on Asclepias (Milkweeds), but not 
known in Europe. 

D. chrysippus L. African and Asian, sporadic only in 
the area. In Italy, a numerous colony, both larvae and butter¬ 
flies, was found in a plantation of Asclepias fruticosa near 
Naples in 1806 and 1807 ; but it disappeared after the hard winter 
of 1807. In Malta, one caught in 1923 and two in 1952. Reported 
from Greece, Crete, Rhodes, Cos and Nisyros. In Cyprus, periodi¬ 
cally common but disappearing for years on end: continuously 
brooded. 
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Family: Apaturidae 

Sub-Family: Gharaxinae 

Charaxes jasius L. African, established in Europe only in hot 
localities, mainly near the coast, where Arbutus unedo grows. 
South Portugal; Andalusia, reaching inland to1 Cordoba; the 
whole Mediterranean coast of France and inland to Lozere; in 
Italy, down the whole of the west coast but not on the Adriatic 
side; Yugoslavia, from Fiume south to Dalmatia; Albania; 
Greece. In all the Mediterranean islands except Crete and Malta. 
Usually low down, but up to 950 m. in Corsica, where it is locally 
abundant. 

Sub-Family: Apaturinae (Purple Emperors) 

Apatura ilia Schiff. Central and south-eastern. Rare in Ger¬ 
many south of Brunswick, and Westphalia but locally common 
from the Belgian Ardennes through France into north Spain and 
north Portugal. In Switzerland, general up to 1,000 m., especially 
in beech woods, and local in most of Italy, north of Rome. 
Through southern Austria, Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and 
Turkey. Not in any of the islands. Larva on Populus tremula, 
P. nigra, etc. Overlaet and Hackray (1955 and 1956) have sug¬ 
gested that certain Apatura taken at Gedre (French Pyrenees) 
and Saint Sadurin (Catalonia) belong to Apatura serarum Obth., 
originally described from China. Further investigation seems 
necessary before it can be admitted to the European list. 

A. iris L. The Purple Emperor. A more northerly range, 
from Denmark and north Germany through Holland, Belgium 
and France (especially the north, east and the Pyrenees), into 
Catalonia and north Portugal; well spread in Switzerland up to 
1,200 m., but in Italy only in the Alpine region. Eastwards it 
extends through Austria and, more rarely, into Croatia, Dalmatia 
and Bosnia. In Britain, confined to the larger woods of the 
south and midlands : not in Ireland. Larva on Salix, possibly 
also on Alnus in some places. 

Family: Nymphalidae 

Sub-Family: Neptidinae 

Neptis hylas L. ssp. aceris Esp. East central. In Italy only 
near Udine and Gorizia, with unconfirmed records from Alto 
Adige; locally common in the valleys of east Carinthia, Styria, 
Lower Austria and Burgenland; in Yugoslavia, in Slovenia, 
Croatia, north Bosnia, Slavonia and Serbia. In forest clearings, 
up to 350 m. Larva on Orobus and Lathyrus. 

N. rivularis Scop. (lucilla Schiff., coenobita Stoll.). Less 
easterly. In Italy, local in the alpine valleys from Turin east, 
though rare west of Lake Maggiore; in Switzerland, in Ticino 
(Locarno, Lugano, Monte Bre); throughout south Austria; and 
in Yugoslavia local in Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and Dalmatia. In 
hedges and copses, up to about 950 m. Larva on Spiraea. 
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Sub-Family: Limenitinae 

Limenitis Camilla L. (Sibylla L.). The White Admiral. Central. 
From Denmark and the extreme south of Sweden to the 
Pyrenees, north Spain, and north Portugal, central Italy as far as 
Latium, and through Austria and Yugoslavia as far as Bosnia and 
Montenegro. Locally common in damp woods, up to 1,500 m. In 
Britain it spread about forty years ago from a few southern 
counties over most of the midlands; it has also spread widely in 
north Germany and Denmark and into Sweden. Not found in 
Ireland. Larva on Lonicera. 

L. anonyma Lewin (Camilla Schiff., rivularis Stichel nec Scop.). 
South central. In Germany from Mainz south and in Switzerland, 
only locally common; in France, rare north of Paris, becoming 
common to the south, as it is in Spain, Portugal and Italy. Wide¬ 
spread in Austria and Yugoslavia, but rarer to the south, as in 
Albania, Greece and Turkey. Mainly on bushy ground, rising to 
about 1,300 m. in the Alps. Found in all the Mediterranean 
islands except the Balearics, Malta and Crete. Larva on Lonicera. 

L. populi E. (tremulae Esp.). North central. Well spread in 
Sweden and Finland from 65° lat., and in south-east Norway; 
rare in Denmark, south Holland, and north-west Germany, com¬ 
moner towards the Alps and in Switzerland. In Belgium chiefly 
in the Ardennes, and in France in the north, the east, and in the 
sub-alpine zone down to the Mediterranean. In Italy only in 
the alpine foothills; widespread in Austria, and in Yugoslavia as 
far as Croatia and Bosnia. Mainly in woods, rising to 1,500 m. in 
the Alps. Larva on Populus tremula and, more rarely, P. nigra 
and other species. 

Sub-Family: Melitaeinae 

Euphydryas aurinia Rott. Marsh (or Greasy) Fritillary. 
Through most of the area south of 620 lat. in Finland and Sweden; 
but not in Norway, south Italy, or the Balkans beyond Herze¬ 
govina and north Albania, nor in any of the Mediterranean islands. 
In local colonies, usually in marshes but sometimes on dry hill¬ 
tops, rising in the Alps and Pyrenees to about 1,400 m. Very 
variable, with many named sub-species. Generally the north¬ 
western races are bright, with sharp contrast between the black 
markings and the fulvous ground colour (e.g. ssp. hibernica 
Birchall from Ireland and ssp. scotica Robson from western Scot¬ 
land); while the southern forms have a redder ground colour and 
reduced black markings (ssp. provincialis Bdv. from south-east 
France and ssp. beckeri Led. from Spain and Portugal). Gregari¬ 
ous larvae on Scabiosa succisa. 

E. debilis Obth. (merope de Pr., glaciegenita Vty.). Usually 
treated as a high-level form of E. aurinia; but its biotope and 
habits, as well as appearance, are very different. Widespread in 
the Alps from Carinthia and Bavaria to the Maritimes above 
2,000 m., and at rather lower levels in the eastern Pyrenees; 
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usually swarming where found. Larva on Primula viscosa, 
Gentiana verna, etc. 

E. desfontainii Godart. Ibero-african. Larger and brighter 
than E. aurinia, with more rounded wings. Only in south and 
east Spain, from Catalonia to Andalusia and inland to Cuenca and 
Albarracin : very local, in early May. Larva on Knautia, Thymus, 
etc. 

E. maturna L. Best distinguished from E. aurinia by the 
absence of black points in the fulvous band hindwings. North 
central. In Finland widespread to 64° lat.; in Sweden local round 
Stockholm and also in the extreme south; not in Norway, nor in 
Denmark since 1890. In Germany, local in Schleswig-Holstein 
and from Brunswick south, commoner in Bavaria and much of 
Austria; in the Belgian Ardennes, and in France north-east from 
Paris. Its presence in Switzerland and its distribution in Yugo¬ 
slavia, where it is recorded from Slovenia, Croatia, Bosnia and 
Dalmatia, need confirmation in view of possible confusion with the 
next species. Always very local in damp woods, often sitting 
high up on the leaves of ash trees. Larvae gregarious on many 
forest trees. 

E. ichnea Bdv. ssp wolfenshergeri Frey. Darker than 
E. maturna, but having the pale spot on the inner margin of the 
forewings larger and more conspicuous; so far as is known the 
two species do not occur together. Alpine, found in wooded 
valleys from 1,000 to 2,000 m., usually among Alnus. In France, 
so far found only in Savoie (Pralognan, Peisey) and Hautes Alpes 
(Chalets de Lacha); widespread though very local in eastern 
Switzerland and in the Italian Alps east from the Mont Cenis; in 
Bavaria, once found in Lechtal; in the Austrian Tyrol (Oetztal and 
Wisptal) and Carinthia; in Yugoslavia, probably in the valleys of 
the Karawanken in Slovenia, and perhaps further south-east. 

E. iduna Dalman. Arctic, within the area only in north Nor¬ 
way, Sweden and Finland from 66° to 70° lat., 600/700 m., very 
local but sometimes numerous. Emerges just after the snow 
melts. 

E. cynthia Schiff. Males have black and red markings on a 
pure white ground (the only Fritillary to have this); females are 
very like those of E. ichnea, but the ground colour and markings 
are paler and less contrasted. Peculiar to the Alps and the Bul¬ 
garian Balkans (just outside the area). In the Alps widespread 
above the tree-line and often very abundant, from Styria and the 
Bavarian Alps to the Maritimes, but on the south not reaching 
Yugoslavia. The eastern ssp. alpicola Galvagni has the colours 
brighter and more contrasting in both sexes than the ssp. spuleri 
Rober in the Cottain and Maritime Alps. Larvae: gregarious and 
polyphagous. 

Melitaea didyma Esp. East central and southern. Widely 
distributed and common on all sorts of ground south of a line 
from Brittany to the Belgian Ardennes (once in Holland) and 
thence to the Harz; but not found in the islands except Elba and 
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Sicily. In the Alps sometimes as high as 2,000 m. Most of the 
almost endless variation seems to be due to temperature and 
humidity: though many races have been named, there are 
probably no true sub-species within the area. Larvae polyphagous 
on low plants. 

M. trivia Schiff. Best distinguished from M. didyma by the 
continuous zigzag black line which limits the cream border to the 
underside hindwings: in M. didyma this is broken at each vein 
into separate arches. A scattered southern distribution. In 
Portugal in the Serra de Estrela and elsewhere, and in central, 
north-west and north-east Spain. Not so far found in France, but 
occurring in six separate regions of Italy from Piedmont and south 
Tyrol to Calabria and Lucania. More widespread in south and 
east Austria, Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey, but always 
very local in warm places, up to about 600 m. Larvae gregarious 
on V erbascum thapsus. 

M. cinxia L. The Glanville Fritillary. In the extreme south¬ 
west of Finland, south Sweden, and in Norway along the Oslo 
Fjord; thence south through the whole Continent, but not in 
Ireland or the Mediterranean islands except in Sicily. In Britain 
now confined to south-facing cliffs in the Isle of Wight, though a 
century ago there was also a colony near Folkestone. On heaths 
and open slopes, usually only up to 1,500 m.; but in the Cottian 
Alps at 2,000/2,500 m. the small black f. obscurior Stdgr. is 
strikingly different from those found in the nearby valleys. Lar¬ 
vae gregarious on Plant ago and Hieracium. 

M. arduinna Esp. East European, in the area only known 
from Croatia and from Yugoslav Macedonia (Selenikova, Kat- 
lanova, Bitolj, in mid-June), in the sub-alpine zone: rare and little 
known. 

M. phoebe Schiff. South-central and southern. In Belgium 
only in the Ardennes; in Germany hardly north of the Main, but 
found through most of Austria and in the valleys in Switzerland, 
though it can rise to 2,000 m. Widespread but always somewhat 
local in France, Spain, Portugal and Italy, and through Yugo¬ 
slavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; but in the islands only in 
Sicily. Many sub-species have been named, of which the small, 
dark alpine ssp. minoa Frhst., the large and brilliant ssp. occitanica 
Stdgr. from the Pyrenees and Spain, and the pale ssp. tusca Vty. 
(which resembles the next species) from the French Riviera and 
central Italy, are the most striking. Larva on Centaurea. 

M. aetherie Hb. Very like M. phoebe, but with rounder wings 
and paler markings. African: known in the area only from 
Andalusia (Algeciras, Jerez de la Frontera, Cadiz), Portugal (Vale 
de Rosal), and Sicily (Ficuzza and Lupo, near Palermo), in early 
May. Larvae in April on Centaurea, in pine woods. 

M. diamina Lang (dictynna Esp.). Central. Local in west 
Finland, central and south Sweden, south Norway, and the Danish 
islands; in Germany from Schleswig south, in south-east Holland 
and Belgium, almost throughout France to the Pyrenees, and in 
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Spain in the mountains of Asturias, G-alicia and Catalonia. 
Abundant in the Alps, in some places up to 3,000 m., but in Italy 
not reaching south of the Po; eastwards, throughout Austria and 
in the mountains of Yugoslavia as far as Montenegro and Serbia. 
The enormous variation in the extent of the black markings 
upperside and in the brightness of the ground colour seems to be 
due mainly to environmental influences, so that it is hardly 
possible to define sub-species; but the double-brooded f. wheeleri 
Chapman, from the Italian side of the Alps, may perhaps be so 
treated. Larvae gregarious on Plantago, Veronica, etc. 

Mellicta dejone G.-H. Resembles a small M. phoebe, but the 
forewings are narrower, and on the hindwings underside the 
marginal lines are double and the black arches of the infra¬ 
marginal band are filled with fulvous. South-western: widely 
distributed in Portugal and Spain; in France local in hot, dry 
places in the central and east Pyrenees, Cevennes, Auvergne, and 
Provence, reaching north in the alpine valleys nearly to Brian§on; 
in Italy confined to the Alps, west of the Adige; in Switzerland, 
found in the typical form in Ticino, and as the very dark ssp. 
berisali Riihl north of the water-shed in the Rhone valley near 
Martigny. Larvae probably restricted to Linaria: double- 
brooded. 

M. athalia Rott. The Heath Fritillary. Widely distributed 
and often common in most of the area from within the Arctic 
Circle south; but it is doubtful if it exists in Portugal or in Spain 
much south of the Pyrenees, except as the peculiar ssp. nevadensis 
Obth. in the highest parts of the Sierra Nevada. I have seen no 
records from Turkey; nor is it found in Ireland or in the Mediter¬ 
ranean islands other than Elba and Sicily. In Britain, only in 
isolated colonies in Essex, Kent, Sussex, Gloucestershire, Devon 
and Cornwall. It prefers heaths and woods, reaching 1,600 or 
even 2,000 m. in the Alps. In France south of a line from Pau to 
Troyes and Basel, in western Switzerland, and in all Italy except 
Venetia, it is represented by ssp. celadussa Frhst, (pseudaVhalia 
Rev., Helvetica Riihl.), which differs from typical athalia by its 
brighter colour and also structurally. This was for many years 
regarded as a separate species. But it is now known that inter¬ 
mediate forms are common in a w7ide belt along the line of contact, 
and that the structural differences form a cline rather than a 
sharp division, particularly in north Italy. The situation seems 
to be similar in central Scandinavia, where athalia meets the 
smaller and paler ssp. norvegica Aur. There is also great en¬ 
vironmental variation. Generally one brood, but ssp. celadussa 
has a second in August in very hot places in Provence and Italy. 
Larvae gregarious on Melampyrum (probably the only food in 
Britain), Plantago, Centaurea. 

M. britomartis Assmann (veronicae Dorfm.). Slightly smaller 
than M. athalia, but larger than M. aurelia; also differs from the 
former by the brighter fulvous centre to the infra-marginal line 
on the hindwings underside, and from the latter by its black, 
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rather than golden, palpi. But examination of the genitalia js 

often necessary for certainty. A patchy, central distribution 
extending from near Turin across north Italy, in south and 
central Germany, and in Sweden near Stockholm. Its status in 
Austria is uncertain owing to much confusion with the next 
species, and it may have been overlooked elsewhere. Generally 
one brood, in June and July; but in the Ticino Valley, one in 
mid-May and a second in late July. It frequents damp meadows, 
more often with M. aurelia than with M. athalia. Larvae on 
Veronica, Linaria, Plantago, etc. 

M. aurelia Nickerl. (parthenie Borkh.). Smaller, and with 
the chequered markings more regular than in the two last species. 
Central: local in damp meadows in the plain and in mountain 
valleys, not high up. Doubtfully from south Sweden (Scania); 
fairly widespread in Germany near Lubeck and south from Bruns¬ 
wick; in the Belgian Ardennes ; in France in the north-east, and 
in one or two places in Hautes Alpes; in Italy, only in the Pre¬ 
alps, in Liguria, and near Modena and Bologna ; widespread in 
Austria, and extending in Yugoslavia as far as Montenegro and 
Serbia. One brood in the w^est, but two in eastern Austria and 
Venezia Giulia. Larvae on Veronica, etc. 

M. varia Meyer-Diir. Alpine, often swarming on open pastures 
from 1,800 to 2,700 m., well above the tree-line. Hardly east of 
the Oetztal in Austria, and not in the Bavarian Alps; otherwise 
general through the high Alps, to the Maritimes, with a relict 
colony in the Drome. Larvae on Gentiana, etc. 

M. parthenoides Kef. (parthenie Godart). Separable from M. 
athalia by its lighter orange ground colour and its thinner but 
more complete pattern of black markings: palpi usually brown. 
South-western: in dry places and open woods, usually low down, 
but up to 1,600 m. in the Pyrenees and 1,200 m. in the Alps. 
General in Spain and Portugal; more local in France except the 
north, and reaching across the Rhine into Baden and Bavaria; 
common in west and central Switzerland, but in Italy only in 
a few places on the east side of the Cottian and Maritime Alps 
and possibly in Trentino. Two broods. Larvae on Plantago, 
Scabiosa, etc. 

M. asteria Freyer. The smallest European Fritillary, barely 
exceeding one inch: also distinguished by the single black mar¬ 
ginal line on the hindwings underside. Peculiar to the Eastern 
Alps, from the Julier and Albula Passes in the Swiss Engadine 
to the Gross Glockner and into Styria in Austria; near the Bren¬ 
ner Pass and possibly elsewhere it occurs on the Italian side of 
the watershed. In local colonies between 2,200 and 3,000 m., 
often with M. varia. Foodplant still unknown. 

Sub-Family: Argynninae (Pearl-Bordered Fritillaries) 

Boloria pales Schiff. Widespread in the high Alps, the 
Pyrenees, and the Asturian mountains between 1,500 and 3,000 
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m., above the tree-line; an isolated colony in the Italian Abruzzi 
(ssp. medioitalica Vty.); and in Montenegro, Yugoslav Macedonia 
and Albania (ssp. contempta Rebel). From Styria to Mont Blanc 
ssp. pales is usually rich brown above with bright reddish markings 
on the underside hindwings, whereas from Savoy to the Maritimes 
the paler, more washed-out f. mixta Warren is general; in the 
Pyrenees and Cantabrians ssp. pyrenaemiscens Vty. is again large 
and bright. Larva on Viola. (Scandinavian “pales” are now 
thought to be referable to the next species.) 

B. napaea Hffmsg. (isis Hb.). The black pattern upperside is 
finer than in B. pales, and in the median row on the fore wings the 
second line upwards does not touch the cell, as it does in the other 
Boloria; the females are often heavily suffused with purplish 
scales. The larvae and, still more, the pupae, also differ from 
those of B. pales, though foodplants and habits are similar. Boreo- 
alpine and circum-Polar. The very small ssp. jrigida Warren 
occurs in Norwegian, Finnish and Swedish Lapland, and also 
above 1,000 m. in central Norway; the larger subalpina Petersen 
at lower levels in central Sweden. In the Alps B. napaea is 
common at high levels from the Hohe Tauern and the Allgau to 
the Maritimes, often flying with B. pales, though it is more local 
and more attached to wet ground: seven alpine sub-species have 
recently been named (Crosson du Cormier, 1963). In the Pyrenees 
it is as yet only known as ssp. pyreneorientalis de Lesse, from a 
few places round Mont Canigou. 

B. graeca Stdgr. Readily distinguishable by the outer margin 
of the hindwing, which is almost straight and forms practically a 
right-angle with the upper margin; also by the conspicuous row of 
white centred spots underside hindwings. Eastern. Widespread 
on the high mountains of Greece, Albania, Yugoslav Macedonia, 
Montenegro and Bosnia, but also occurring, as ssp. tendensis 
Higgins, very locally in the Alpes maritimes (round the Col di 
Tenda and Saint Martin Vesubie) and in scattered colonies as far 
north as Savoie. It flies in a narrow belt about the tree-line, 
overlapping there with both B. pales and B. napaea. Larvae have 
not yet been found wild: attempts to breed them from the egg on 
Viola have failed. 

B. sifanica Gr.-Gr. (aquilonaris Stichel, alethea Hemming, 
arsilache auctt.). Characterised by its bright reddish colour and 
by the sharp contrast between the pale “gutter” next the abdomen 
and the heavy basal markings. Northern and central: confined 
to bogs where its sole larval food, Oxycoccus palustris (Cranberry) 
grows, and therefore very local. From the Arctic south through 
Scandinavia, Finland and Denmark, Germany (Lower Elbe, Harz, 
Eiffel, Bavarian moors), and Austria. In the Swiss Engadine it 
occurs as high as 1,850 m. and overlaps with B. pales and B. 
napaea. Very local in Holland and Belgium, but in France, be¬ 
sides the Ardennes, Jura and Vosges, found in one place in 
Normandy, in the Morvan, and in the Massif Central as far south 
as Lozere. Not known in Italy. 
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Proclossiana eunomia Esp. (aphirape Hb.). Northern and 
central: very local in marshy meadows, where the larvae feed on 
Polygonum bistorta and perhaps Viola palustris. Widespread 
throughout Finland, Sweden and Norway, with the very dark ssp. 
ossianus Herbst m the Arctic; very local in central and south 
Germany and Switzerland, and in Austria in Styria and Carinthia; 
in Italy only known from the Lago di Vallentino, at 1,600 m. near 
the source of the Adige; in the French and Belgian Ardennes, the 
Vosges and, most surprisingly, in a limited area round Porte- 
Puymorens on the south slope of the Pyrenees, where ssp. 
ceretanensis Deslandes is lighter brown and larger than typical 
eunomia in central Europe. 

Clossiana euphrosyne L. Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Through¬ 
out most of the area except south Portugal, most of Spain, Turkey, 
and the Mediterranean islands other than Sicily. In Britain it 
reaches to north Scotland, but in Ireland is confined to County 
Clare. In the Arctic represented by the small ssp. septentrionalis 
Nordstrom, and in the high Alps and Pyrenees by richly coloured 
forms such as ssp. fingal Herbst from the Engadine. Frequents 
especially clearings in woods, rising to the tree-line. Larva, like 
those of most Clossiana, on Viola. 

C. selene Schiff. Small Pearl-bordered Fritillary. Northern 
and central: from the Arctic to north Spain and Portugal, the 
Po valley in Italy, and Dalmatia and Bosnia in Yugoslavia. In 
Britain, extends to north Scotland, but is not known in Ireland. 
Prefers damper and more open ground than C. euphrosyne, rises 
less high in the mountains, and is double-brooded in the south of 
its range. 

C. dia L. Central. Local in Germany from Hannover south, 
very rare in Holland, and in Belgium mainly in the Ardennes; 
thence widespread and usually common as far as north Spain, 
central Italy, northern Greece, and Turkey: not in Britain, nor 
in the other islands except possibly Sicily and Malta. Likes 
heaths and open woods, usually below 900 m. 

C. freija Thunb. Circum-polar: Norway, Sweden and Finland 
from 590 lat. northwards, locally common in mosses and on moun¬ 
tain sides. 

C. polaris Bdv. Circum-polar: Norway, Sweden and Finland 
north of 68° lat., very local on stony ground among Dry as 
octopetala. 

C. chariclea Scheven. Circum-polar: the same range as C. 
polaris, but even more local and much scarcer. 

C. thore Hb. Boreo-alpine. Norway and Sweden, in the 
mountains north of 62° lat., and very locally in east Finland; in 
the Alps, from central Switzerland and the Bavarian Alps through 
Tyrol, Carinthia and Styria to the Karawanken and Julian Alps 
in Yugoslavia, reaching the Italian side mainly in Alto Adige. 
Very local in bushy places 1,000/1,700 m., often with Euphydryas 
ichnea. 
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C. titania Hb. (amathusia Esp.). Central and alpine. Locally 
common in south Finland (ssp. bivana Frhst.); in Germany, in 
the Siebengebirge and well spread in Bavaria, and in Austria; in 
the French and Swiss Jura and in the whole circle of the Alps, 
extending south-east to Bosnia and Montenegro; and in scattered 
colonies in the French Massif Central (ssp. lemagneni Plantrou). 
Usually in damp meadows in the fir zone, from 500 to 2,000 m. 
Larva on Polygonum bistort a as well as Viola. 

C. frigga Thunb. Northern. Locally spread throughout Fin¬ 
land, and in Sweden north of 60° lat.; in Norway near Oslo and 
Lardalsoch in the south, and in Finmark in the far north. In 
mosses; larva on Rub us chamaemorus. 

C. improba Butler. Circum-polar. As ssp. improbula Bryk in 
Sweden round Tjaksa at 67° lat., and further north in a narrow 
belt in the mountains on the Norwegian/Swedish border behind 
Narvik; locally not rare. Larva on Salix herbacea. 

Brent his hecate Schiff. Southern: always very local in 
deciduous woods near water, usually below 1,000 m. In France 
south of a line from Dordogne to Basses Alpes, and into Spain as 
far as Aragon and again in the Sierra Nevada; through north 
Italy, with colonies further south near Florence and in Lucania; 
in Austria, very rare or possibly extinct in Carinthia and Styria, 
but in Yugoslavia extending from Istria and Slovenia to 
Macedonia, and into north Albania. Larva perhaps on Dorycnium 
suffruticosum, but little known. 

B. ino Rott. Northern and central. Local in swampy 
meadows up to 1,500 m. in most of the area from the Arctic Circle 
to the Alps and Pyrenees and in the Balkans as far as Bosnia, 
Serbia and north Albania; there are also isolated colonies in north 
Spain (Albarracin) and in south Italy (Calabria). Larva on 
Sanguisorba, Spiraea, Rubus. 

B. daphne Schiff. South eastern: local in dry woods in hilly 
country, reaching 1,400 m. in the Alps and higher further south. 
In Austria rare in Carinthia, Styria and Burgenland; in Switzer¬ 
land only in Valais; in France in the alpine foothills from Haute 
Savoie south, and thence through the Cevennes and east Pyrenees 
into north Spain; in Italy, spread very locally to Aspromonte and 
into Sicily; through most of Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and 
Turkey. Larva mainly on Rubus. 

Issoria lathonia L. Queen of Spain Fritillary. More or less 
resident through the whole Continent from south Scandinavia, 
preferring waste ground in sandy places, up to at least 2,000 m. 
In Britain and Ireland only as a very rare migrant: its failure to 
establish itself is surprising. Not recorded from the Balearics, 
Malta, Crete, Rhodes or Cyprus. Larva on Viola, etc. 

Fabriciana elisa Godart. Peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia : 
locally abundant in open woods from 600 to 1,600 m. Larva on 
Viola. 

F. niobe L. In some forms very like F. adippe, but separable 
by the presence of a small black-centred spot outside the basal 
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row on the underside hindwings, and by the absence of andro- 
conial bands on the forewings in the males. Widespread from 
central Scandinavia and Finland to north Portugal, central Spain, 
and north Greece, on wooded hills and mountains, and in Holland 
and Belgium on coastal sand-dunes; but always local, absent from 
large areas, and not found in any of the islands except Sicily. 
Very variable: f. eris Meigen, which has the underside spots cream 
instead of silver, is much commoner than the corresponding f. 
cleodoxa Ochs, of F. adippe. Larva on Viola and Plantago. 

F. adippe Rott. (phryxa Bgstr., cydippe auctt. nec L.). High 
Brown Fritillary. Has practically the same range as F. niobe, but 
is more evenly spread and occurs also in Britain, reaching Cum¬ 
berland and possibly south Scotland. Mainly in woods, up to the 
tree-line in the Alps. Ssp. chlorodippe H.-S., in central and south 
Spain, has the underside hindwings green. Larva on Viola. 

Mesoacidalia charlotta Haw. (aglaja L.). The Dark Green 
Fritillary. Throughout the area from the Arctic Circle, but in the 
south half only in the mountains; not in the Mediterranean 
islands except in Sicily. On open ground and slopes, rising even 
above the tree-line in the Alps. Larva on Viola. 

Argyronome laodice Pall. East European, probably reaching 
the area only as an immigrant. A score of records on the south 
coast of Finland. It is resident, though rare, just outside the 
area in Mecklenburg. 

Argynnis paphia L. The Silver-washed Fritillary. In woods 
almost everywhere from central Finland and Sweden and south 
Norway, up to 1,200 m. in the Alps; but absent from south 
Portugal, most of south Spain, and Britain north of Yorkshire, 
and not known in the Balearics, Malta, Crete, Rhodes, or Cyprus. 
The dark green female f. valesina Esp. occurs in varying numbers 
and is actually a majority in Carinthia, but is said to be absent 
from south Italy and the Balkans. Ssp. immaculata Bell., lack¬ 
ing the silver wash underside, is found in Corsica and Sardinia. 
Larva on Viola. 

Pandoriana pandora Schiff. (maja Cramer). Southern. In 
France on the western side from Brittany to Bordeaux, and near 
the Mediterranean coast from Nimes to Menton; in most of Spain 
and Portugal; in Switzerland only rarely in Vaud, Valais and 
Grisons; throughout Italy, and from Lower Austria and Burgen- 
land through Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; also in all 
the Mediterranean islands except Rhodes and Malta. Usually in 
deciduous woods up to 1,200 m. Larva on Viola. 

Sub-Family: Vanessinae 

Araschnia levana L. Central: in the past thirty years it has 
extended its range and filled many of the gaps in its previously 
patchy distribution. Denmark, Germany, Holland, Belgium, 
most of France, and Switzerland up to 1,000 m.; commonest in 
south Germany, and Austria, and north Yugoslavia, reaching 
as far as Bosnia and Serbia. Not yet certainly known from Spain, 
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Portugal or Italy. Usually in wood clearings where there is 
plenty of the foodplant, Urtica dioica. Has the most striking 
seasonal difference of all European butterflies, the spring form 
levana being red-brown and black, the summer f. prorsa L. almost 
black, with white bands. 

Vanessa cardui L. The Painted Lady. Only resident in the 
Mediterranean area, but found as a common migrant everywhere 
to the Arctic, even in the Faroe Islands and Iceland. Larva usu¬ 
ally on Carduus. 

V. aValanta L. Fed Admiral. Range similar to that of V. 
cardui, including the Faroes and Iceland, though it seldom reaches 
the Arctic. Rather less erratic in its annual, range and numbers. 
Larva usually on Urtica. 

V. virginiensis Drury (huntera F.). Hunter’s Painted Lady. 
Smaller than V. cardui, and with more conspicuous blue spots on 
the hindwings upperside. American, established in the Canary 
Islands, but in the area only an occasional migrant: about ten 
records from Britain, two from Ireland (1929, 1930), one from 
Portugal (1948), at least, one from Spain (1959), and two from 
France (Charente Inferieure, 1936 and Saint Nazaire, 1953). 

V. callirhoe F. (indica Herbst, vulcanica Godart). Lang (1884) 
says: “Canaries and Tenerife, whence it has been acclimatised 
in south Portugal and Andalusia”. I have found no other evi¬ 
dence. 

Polygonia egea Cramer. South-eastem. In France, from 
Montpellier to Menton and inland to Digne; in Switzerland only 
in Ticino; in Italy local in the Alpine valleys, but commoner 
through the penisula; widespread at low levels through Yugo¬ 
slavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey. Found in all the Mediter¬ 
ranean islands except the Balearics: probably extinct in Cyprus. 
Larva on Parietaria officinalis. 

P. c-album L. The Comma, Widespread and common 
through most of the Continent, south of the Arctic Circle, rising 
to 1,500 m.: not recorded from the Balearics, Malta, Crete or 
Cyprus, or from Ireland. In Britain until about 1920, confined to 
four western counties, but now general as far north as Yorkshire. 
Larva polyphagous. 

P. l-album Esp. (vau-album W.V.). South-eastern. In 
Austria, perhaps resident, but very rare, in Styria; in Yugoslavia, 
recorded from Croatia, Slavonia and Serbia. Occasional speci¬ 
mens, presumably migrants, have reached south Bavaria, Den¬ 
mark, Sweden and Finland. 

Nymphalis antiopa L. The Camberwell Beauty. Commonest 
in the forests of Finland and Sweden from the Arctic south, but 
found in suitable places through the Continent except for south 
Portugal and south Spain. In Britain and Ireland only a rare 
immigrant, not known to breed. Recorded in the Balearics but 
not the other Mediterranean islands. Larva usually on Salix. 

N. polychloros L. Large Tortoiseshell. Rare in south-west 
Finland and near Oslo in Norway, widespread in south Sweden 
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and Denmark. General in the rest of the Continent, up to about 
1,200 m. among trees, but thought to be growing scarcer. In 
Britain, widespread in the last century, but now resident only in 
East Anglia and even there perhaps dependent on reinforcement 
by immigrants ; not in Ireland. Known in all the Mediterranean 
islands except the Balearics. Gregarious larvae on Ulmus, 
Cerasus, etc. 

N. xanthomelas Schiff. Eastern Tortoiseshell. Eastern. 
Resident, though rare, in east Austria, and scarce in Yugoslavia 
from Croatia to Macedonia; also in north Albania and north 
Greece (Mt. Olympus). As a very rare immigrant it reaches 
Finland, Denmark and south Sweden; a nest of larvae was found 
in 1954 near Hamburg, and in Britain one was taken in Kent in 
1953; also a few old records from Bavaria, and from Alsace, be ¬ 
fore 1834. Larva mainly on Salix. 

Inachis io L. The Peacock. Common in south and central 
Sweden, south-east Norway, and south-west Finland; thence 
through almost the whole area, though it is scarce in south 
Portugal and the Balkans. Common in the Alps up to 1,200 m., 
sometimes higher. Not in the Balearics, Crete, Rhodes or Cyprus. 
Larva on Urtica. 

Aqlais urticae L. Small Tortoiseshell. Common almost all 
over the area, reaching 3,500 m. in the Alps and breeding at over 
2,500 m. In the Arctic ssp. polaris Stdgr. is small and dark; in 
south Italy, Sicily and the Balkans ssp. turcica Stdgr. has the 
black markings much reduced. A. urticae may be resident in the 
Faroe Islands. Not recorded from the Balearics, Crete, Rhodes 
or Cyprus: whether it exists in Corsica and Sardinia, along with 
A. ichnusa, is uncertain. Larva on Urtica. 

A. ichnusa Hb. Differs from A. urticae in the complete ab¬ 
sence of the central pair of black spots on the forewings upper side, 
and in the much blacker underside. Peculiar to Corsica and 
Sardinia, though forms resembling it occur aberrationally on the 
mainland. It is commonest well up in the mountains, where the 
larvae feed on the endemic Urtica. By many authorities regarded 
as a sub-species of A. urticae. 

Family: Libytheidae 

Libythea celtis Laich in Fuesslin. A southern species, found 
in most places where its foodplant, Celtis australis (Nettle Tree) 
grows. Switzerland: in Valais, only near Simplon, and in 
several places in Ticino. France: Basses Alpes, Alpes 
maritimes, Var, Bouches du Rhone, Gard, Vaucluse, Herault, 
Pyrenees orientates, and Basses Pyrenees. Spain: widespread 
in the east, centre to Madrid, and south; also in central Portugal. 
Italy: locally throughout, usually below 700 m., but often wan¬ 
dering much higher. Through Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece, and 
Turkey. It is found in all the Tyrrhenian islands, and in Cyprus. 
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Family: Riodinidae 

Hemearis lucina L. The Duke of Burgundy. Well spread, 
but local and with some large gaps, from south Sweden through 
the Continent; the foodplant is Primula sp., and in the Alps the 
species rises to 1,500 m. South-east Sweden as far north as 
Uppsala, and in Denmark only very locally in Zealand: absent 
from Holland and north-west Germany, but well spread south 
of Hanover and Brunswick. In Britain, local, mainly on lime¬ 
stone, as far as south-west Scotland: not in Ireland. Well spread 
through France and Belgium, and into Spain at least as far as 
Albarraein; local in north Portugal. All Italy, and through 
Austria, Yugoslavia, Albania, and Turkey: apparently not re¬ 
corded from Greece. In the Mediterranean islands, only in 
Sicily, where it is very rare. 

Family: Satyridae 

(The larvae of all species in this family feed upon grasses or 
sedges, mostly on several different kinds. The foodplant is there¬ 
fore only mentioned where it is known that the larva in question 
is restricted to one or two species. Much research is still needed 
to discover and define such preferences in this Family.) 

Sub-Family: Agapetinae 

Agapetes galathea L. The Marbled White. Central and south¬ 
eastern : from south-east Holland, the Hamburg area in Germany, 
and north Austria to the Pyrenees (except at the eastern end), 
Sicily, Albania and north Greece. It is, however, rather local, 
preferring clay and limestone soils up to about 1,700 m. in the 
Alps and higher further south. In Britain only in the south and 
Midlands: not in Ireland, nor the Mediterranean islands except 
Sicily. Great local variation, with a broad division between ssp. 
galathea in the north and ssp. procida Herbst, with enlarged black 
markings, in Provence and south of the Alps. 

A. lachesis Hb. Replaces A. galathea throughout Spain and 
Portugal, and largely does so in south-east France from the Rhone 
to the Pyrenees, though there are some places in Gard and Herault 
where the two fly together commonly without inter-breeding. 

A. russiae Esp. (japygia Cyr., cleanthe Bdv.). Southern, with 
a very scattered and local distribution. Ssp. cleanthe in Portugal, 
in the Serra de Estrela, in Andalusia and eastern Spain, and in 
France in the eastern Pyrenees, the Cevennes, and the Basses 
Alpes; ssp. medioitalica Vty. in Italy in the Monte Sibillini; ssp. 
japygia from Latium to Calabria and Apulia and in Sicily; and a 
form close to ssp. russiae on the Yugoslav-Albanian border near 
Resna and on Mt. Pelister on the border of Yugoslavia and Greece. 
Usually found from 1,000 to 1,600 m., on bare ground. 

A. larissa Hb. South-eastern. Widespread and usually com¬ 
mon at low levels from Fiume and south Croatia through 
Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; also in Crete. Roell 
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(1956) has identified certain Agapetes taken flying wildly at the 
top of Mt. Pentelikon, near Athens, as belonging to A. hylata Men., 
an Armenian and Persian species close to A. larissa. Confirmation 
is desirable before this is accepted as a European species. 

A. psyche Hb. (syllius Herbst). South-western. In the 
extreme west of Italy and in France, locally common near the 
coast from Bordighera to the Spanish frontier; in Spain down the 
east coast to Andalusia, where it flies with both A. lachesis and A. 
ines, well into the mountains; and in most of Portugal. 

A. pherusa Bdv. Widespread in north Africa as ssp. pelagia 
Obth.: within the area only in east and central Sicily, where it is 
very local in stony places, especially on Monte Cuccio and above 
Palermo. Verity attaches it to M. psyche. Larva on Lygeum 
spartum. 

A. ines Hffmsg. Iberian. Widespread in central and south 
Spain, from Lerida, Albarracin and Madrid to Andalusia, where 
it is common both on the coast and well up into the Sierra de 
Alfacar and the Sierra Nevada; also around Burgos in the north 
and Salamanca in the west, and in much of Portugal. 

A. arge Sulzer. Peculiar to Italy: a scattered distribution and 
very local in small colonies near the coast from sea-level to 1,500 
m. Civitavecchia, the Abruzzi, Monte Gargano and Brindisi, 
Reggio, and in Sicily on the hills just above Messina. Larva 
unknown, possibly on Carex. 

Sub-Family: Lethinae 

Pararge aegeria L. The Speckled Wood. From central Sweden 
and Finland and south-west Norway in shady places through 
almost the whole area, including the Mediterranean islands, 
Britain and Ireland, but not rising much above 1,000 m. It has 
recently extended its range in south Sweden, Denmark, north 
Germany and south-eastern Britain to areas where fifty years ago 
it was absent or very rare. In the northern ssp. egerides Stdgr. 
the spots are pale primrose, whereas in typical aegeria they are 
of a rich brown; but in France and Germany there is a continuous 
cline from one to the other. In the Tyrrhenian islands and south 
Spain ssp. sardoa Vty. has the hindwings underside almost uni- 
colorous. 

P. achine Scop. Central: widespread but very local in woods 
with thick undergrowth up to 1,200 m. South Finland; Scania, 
Ostergotland and the island of Gotland in Sweden; north and 
central Germany, Belgian Ardennes, Austria and Switzerland; in 
France, mostly in the north and east, but also in the west from 
the Loire to the Gironde; in Italy, confined to the sub-alpine zone 
and the plain north of the Po; in Yugoslavia known from Serajevo 
in Bosnia, and Slavonia. 

P. megera L. The Wall Brown. In Sweden and Norway only 
round the south coast, and hardly known in Finland; otherwise 
throughout the whole area (except Corsica and Sardinia), rising 
to at least 1,500 m. 
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P. paramegaera Hb. (tigelius Bonelli). Corsica, Sardinia and 
Caprera only, where it is generally common. Distinguished from 
P. megera by its small size, brilliant colour, and the absence of the 
black line above the eye-spots on the hindwings; nonetheless, it is 
regarded by most authors as only a sub-species. 

P. maera L. Common from Arctic Norway, central Sweden 
and Finland through most of the Continent ; but absent, except 
as an occasional straggler, from Denmark, Germany, north of 
Brunswick, Holland and western Belgium, and rare in south Spain 
and Turkey. For Britain three records (1908, 1930, 1931); found 
in Sicily, Rhodes and Cyprus. The northern ssp. maera is steel- 
grey with few light markings, and the alpine forms up to 2,000 m. 
are similar; the brighter ssp. adrasta Hb. is found at low levels 
from central Germany south, and the very light ssp. orientalis 
Stdgr. in Cyprus. 

P. petropolitana F. (hiera Hb.). Boreo-alpine. Ssp. ominata 
Krul is general in Finland and Sweden to the Arctic and local in 
south Norway. Ssp. hiera is local to the tree-line in the Black 
Forest, the Ardennes, the Bavarian Highlands and the whole 
chain of the Alps; also in the central Pyrenees. Ssp. arnauta Rebel 
is found above 1,200 m. in Bosnia, Serbia, Yugoslav Macedonia, 
and Albania. The species prefers rocky openings in the forest, 
always local. 

P. roxelana Cramer. South-eastern: Dalmatia, Herzegovina, 
Montenegro, Yugoslav Macedonia, Greece and Turkey; also in 
Rhodes and Cyprus. Local and usually scarce at low levels among 
trees and hedges: in Cyprus it frequents carob trees, disappearing 
into them at any alarm. 

P. climene Esp. South Russian and Asiatic, known in the 
area only from north Albania (one female at Kruma, 8.viii.l918), 
and doubtfully from Skoplje in Yugoslav Macedonia. 

Oeneis aello Hb. (glacialis Moll.). Purely Alpine: the whole 
chain from the Carnic and Bavarian to the Maritime Alps, and 
possibly on the highest summits of the Jura. Local on dry, grassy 
slopes, usually from 2,000 to 3,000 m., though in Valais it comes 
lower; the butterflies visit especially flowers of Silene acaulis. 

O. jutta Hb. Circum-polar. Spread generally throughout Fin¬ 
land; in Sweden sparse in the south, but widespread from 59° 
northwards; in Norway, near Oslo and an isolated colony on the 
west coast at 65°. Frequents scrubby peat mosses at low levels. 

O. noma Thunb. Arctic. In Norway and Sweden mainly on 
the east side of the mountains from the Dovre Fjeld north, but 
also at lower levels in the far north of Finland, where it is com¬ 
monest round Petsamo. Always local and less common than 
Q. jutta. 

O. bore Hb. Arctic. In Norway, Sweden and Finland north 
of 68°; on dry banks and sandy or stony places, generally in 
mountains, but rare. 

Hipparchia semele L. The Grayling. This has been divided 
by de Lattin (1949) into six specific units, of which three come 
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within the area. H. semele itself is found from south Scandinavia 
and Finland to southern Spain, south Italy and Sicily, and at 
least as far as Bosnia in the Balkans, as well as throughout the 
British Isles. It also occurs in Crete (ssp. cretica Rebel). It 
prefers heaths and dry slopes, especially on limestone, though 
in the southern part of its range it is also found in shady places. 
It rises to about 1,400 m. 

H. aristaeus Bonelli (algirica Obth.). South-eastern. Corsica, 
Sardinia, Elba, Sicily, Malta and, as ssp. senthes Frhst., Albania, 
Greece and Yugoslav Macedonia. In Sicily overlaps with H. 
semele, though there it keeps mainly to the plain and H. semele 
to the mountains. It is not known if there are similar overlaps 
in the Balkans. 

H. pellucida Frhst. Asiatic, reaching to Cyprus, where, as ssp. 
cypriensis Holik, it is abundant in May both in plain and moun¬ 
tains. 

H. neomiris Godart. Peculiar to Corsica, Sardinia and Elba. 
It is locally abundant in July in pine forests and on mountain 
slopes, going in Corsica as high as 2,000 m. 

H. fagi Scop, (hermione L.). Central and south eastern, with 
a patchy distribution in open forests, usually at low level, but 
reaching 1,200 m. in the Alps and 1,700 m. on Mt. Etna. Ssp. 
hermione extends from Thuringia through the Black Forest and 
the Vosges to the Jura; also in the Belgian Ardennes. Ssp. silene 
Geoffroy occupies broadly the valleys of the Seine and the Loire. 
The very large ssp. aturia Frhst. occurs at low levels throughout 
Provence, and ssp. fuxiensis Varin the foothills of the Pyrenees, 
reaching in to Spain as far as Catalonia and Aragon. The species 
is found in other forms in Switzerland, Italy, and Yugoslavia as 
far as Dalmatia and north Montenegro; also in north Albania and, 
as the isolated ssp. attikana Frhst., in Attica and the Morea. 

H. syriaca Stdgr. Separated from H. fagi, mainly on structural 
grounds, by Jullien in 1909; they certainly co-exist in Albania 
and Greece. Ssp. serrula Frhst. in Dalmatia, Montenegro, Yugo¬ 
slav Macedonia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; ssp. cypriaca Stdgr. 
near Kyrenia and in the Troodos Mts. in Cyprus; ssp. ghigii 
Turati in Rhodes. 

H. alcyone D. & S. (aelia Hffmsg.). Central and south-western: 
a wide but scattered distribution from south Norway to 
Andalusia, Aspromonte and Carniola, with many sub-species and 
racial forms. Ssp. norvegica Strand is scarce in a small area west 
of Oslo. Ssp. odilo Frhst. is very local round Hamburg and else¬ 
where in north Germany. Ssp. sigurdrifa Frhst. flies in the Rhine¬ 
land, the Belgian Ardennes, and eastern France. Ssp. vivilo 
Frhst. occupies the French and Swiss Jura. Ssp. genava Frhst. 
reaches from the Valais through most of the French Alps and 
foothills, its place being taken by ssp. sogdiana Frhst. in Provence. 
Ssp. elesyka\ Varin is scattered over the south of the Massif Cen¬ 
tral. In the eastern Pyrenees, there is ssp. vemetensis Obth., and 
in the centre, rising to 1,500 m. at Gavarnie, the very small ssp. 
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pyrenaea Obth. on both sides of the range. Ssp. vipsania Frhst., 
vandalusica Obth., and murcina Ribbe. are scattered over eighteen 
provinces of Spain and in Portugal. In Italy ssp. genava occupies 
Piedmont and the Ligurian Apennines; ssp. latevittata Vty., 
occurs in the mountains from Florence to the Abruzzi; and ssp. 
remota Vty. is isolated at 1,200 m. in Aspromonte. H. alcyone 
and H. fagi often fly together and are difficult to separate. H. 
alcyone is usually smaller, the pale band on the forewings is 
narrower and more sharply angled, and yellower on the underside. 

H. statilinus Hb. Central and southern, mainly on limestone 
hills, showing great geographical variation. Ssp. statilinus is very 
local and scarce in Holland, the Belgian Campine, and north and 
central Germany, becoming commoner in Bavaria, but hardly 
found in Austria except in Burgenland. In France the species is 
widespread: ssp. bierica le Charles at Fontainbleau is small and 
dull, while southern forms such as ssp. pseudoallionia le Charles 
and ssp. antipolitanus Varin, in Provence, are large and variegated. 
Ssp. musaeus Frhst. occurs in central Spain, and ssp. allionia F. 
in the south and in Portugal. In Switzerland only in Valais (ssp. 
onosandrus Frhst.) and Ticino; local in north Italy, but very 
common in several forms in the centre and south, even into Elba 
and Sicily. Ssp. pisistratus Frhst. is found in Istria and Dalmatia, 
ssp. burgeffi Daniel in Yugoslav Macedonia, and ssp. fatuaeformis 
Vty. in south Albania, Greece, and round Constantinople. 

H. allionii G.-H. (fatua Freyer). Separated from H. statilinus 
decisively on structural grounds: the safest superficial difference 
is the presence of a zigzag black premarginal line, which is particu¬ 
larly clear on the hindwings. Asiatic: known certainly in the 
area in Yugoslav Macedonia (round Skoplje and Veles, flying with 
H. statilinus burgeffi but emerging rather earlier in mid-July); in 
Greece (Mycenae, Loutraki); and, as ssp. insularis Turati, in 
Rhodes, Cos and Symi. 

H.fidia L. South-western: most of Portugal, Andalusia (both 
on the coast and in the mountains), and along most of the east 
coast of Spain, and also inland in Castile and Aragon, Leon, 
Pontevedra, and even Orense in the north-west; in France along 
the Mediterranean coast and inland in the Ardeche and to Digne 
in the Basses Alpes; in Italy only in Liguria. It likes hot, dry 
places among pines, in France not usually above 600 m. 

Chazara briseis L. Central and southern: widespread, but 
almost confined to limestone soils, and not rising above 1,500 m. 
In Germany from Brunswick south; the Belgian Ardennes; thence 
south through France and Spain, but apparently not recorded 
from Portugal; local in Switzerland and in Italy to the Abruzzi, 
and in Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; also in Sicily, 
Crete and in Cyprus, where ssp. larnacana Obth. is very large and 
has the females about evenly divided between the ordinary white 
form and the brown f. pirata Esp., which is a rarity elsewhere. 
Many other sub-species have been named. 
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C. prieuri Pierr. African, in the area only in central Spain: 
Aragon (Albarracin) and Castile (round Madrid). 

C. anthe Ochs. Asiatic, in the area on Cyprus, where it is local 
and scarce high in the Troodos. Also reported, probably wrongly, 
from Skoplje in Yugoslav Macedonia. 

Pseudochazara amalthea Friv. (anthelea Hb.). South-eastern. 
Ssp. amalthea is local on barren hills in Dalmatia, Herzegovina, 
Yugoslav Macedonia, south Albania, Greece (both round Athens 
and at Vytina in the Morea), and Crete. Ssp. acamanthis Rebel 
is fairly common in Cyprus. 

P. hippolyte Esp. In the area only in Spain: locally common 
above 2,000 m. in the Sierra Nevada. Its nearest other habitat 
is the Urals. 

P. geyeri H.-S. Armenian; discovered in late July 1918 in 
east Albania, on Galicica Planina, near Lake Ochrida, between 
1,600 and 1,900 m. The few specimens have been named ssp. 
occidentalis Rebel. 

Arethusana arethusa Schiff. (erythia Hb.). Southern: a 
scattered distribution on limestone from Baden, the Valais and 
Lower Austria. In France widespread on suitable soils from Paris 
south, and in Alsace; local in Portugal and in Spain, with the dark 
and distinctive ssp. boabdil Rambur in Andalusia; in Italy only 
in west Piedmont, the Ligurian Apennines and Venezia Giulia. In 
Yugoslavia, mainly near the coast from Istria to Montenegro, but 
also near Lake Ochrida in Macedonia; in Greece at Vytina in the 
Morea. 

Brintesia circe. F. Southern. Ssp. circe in Germany from 
Frankfurt south, in north-east France, Switzerland, and most of 
Austria. Ssp. venefica Frhst. and similar forms are locally com¬ 
mon in most of France south of the Loire and Haute Savoie, and 
rather patchily through Italy. Ssp. hispanica Spuler occupies 
Spain and Portugal. Ssp. pannonia Frhst. and similar forms occur 
throughout Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey. Ssp. 
teleuda Frhst. is locally abundant in Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily, 
but the species is not recorded from the other islands, except 
Crete. It prefers warm corners in the plain or hills, but can rise 
to 1,500 m. 

Minois dryas Scop. South-central: widespread in damp woods 
and meadows, usually below 1,000 m. In Germany, rare in 
Brunswick, but commoner in Baden and Bavaria, in southern 
Austria, and rather locally in Switzerland; in France, south of a 
line from the Vosges to the mouth of the Loire, and barely into 
north Spain, and in Italy in the foothills of the Alps and Apen¬ 
nines as far as Tuscany. It occurs in north and central 
Yugoslavia, north Albania and Turkey, but apparently not in 
Macedonia or Greece. Varin (1961) names eight sub-species in the 
area, but they are not very clear-cut. 

Satyrus bryce Hb. (ferula F., cordula F.). South-eastern: 
generally in hills and mountains, 500/1,800 m. In France found 
in a wide belt from the Dordogne across the south of the Massif 
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Central to the Alps from Savoie south, penetrating into Spain only 
in the Val d’Aran and the Val de Benasque in the central 
Pyrenees. In Switzerland only in the Rhone Valley and Ticino, 
but spread in local colonies through Italy to Aspromonte. Its 
presence in Austria is doubtful, but it is found from Croatia south 
into Albania and Greece, though rather locally. 

S. actaea Esp. Differs from S. bryce in the male by its single 
eye-spot, its more intense black colour upperside, and by its 
squarer wings; in the female, by the even mottling of the under¬ 
side hindwings. South-western, extending from the Cottian Alps 
and Liguria in Italy, across southern France below the Hautes 
Alpes to the Lot, and patchily through most of Spain and in the 
Serra da Estrela in Portugal. It flies with S. bryce in many places 
in Liguria and southern France, but it usually emerges a fortnight 
later. It can also live rather higher in the mountains—up to 2,000 
m. 

Maniola jurt'ina L. The Meadow Brown. Common in south 
Finland, and Sweden, but not reaching much north of 62° lat., 
and very local in Norway; otherwise, throughout the whole area, 
except Cyprus and Rhodes, generally abundant, rising to 1,500 m. 
South of the Alps and in south France and Spain the ssp. hispulla 
Esp. is larger and more brightly coloured than ssp. jurtina further 
north: but it is notable that the ssp. cassiteridum Graves, 
iernes Graves and splendida White from the Scilly Isles, Ireland 
and the Hebrides also have these features in some degree. 

M. nurag Ghiliani. Peculiar to Sardinia: early mentions of 
Corsica have never been confirmed. Well spread, but much more 
local and scarce than M. jurtinawith which it flies. 

M. cypricola Graves. Peculiar to Cyprus, but there abundant, 
replacing M. jurtina, to which some authors attach it. 

M. telmessia Zeller. A Near East species, found within the 
area onlv in Rhodes, as ssp. ornata Turati, where it appears to 
replace M. jurtina. 

Pyronia tithonus L. The Gatekeeper. Central and southern: 
in woods and meadows near water, usually low down, though 
reaching L000 m. in the Alps. In Germany from Schleswig south, 
in Holland, and in the Belgian Ardennes and Campine, but absent 
from south Bavaria and most of Austria. Found in most of 
France, Portugal and Spain, but in Switzerland very local and in 
Italv not extending south of Latium, apart from isolated colonies 
on Monte Gargano and in Lucania: local through Yugoslavia, 
Albania, Greece and perhaps in Turkey. Common in Corsica, 
Sardinia and Elba and noted in Malta. In Britain, common as 
far as Yorkshire and Cumberland, and in Ireland locally common 
in the south. 

P. cecilia Vallentin (ida Esp.). Southern. In France onlv 
near the Mediterranean and inland as far as Lozere. In Spain, 
local in the east, centre and south, and throughout Portugal. In 
Italy, widespread in the plain, and found down the west side of 
Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece : there is a single record from 
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Constantinople. Common in the Balearics, Corsica, Sardinia, 
Elba and Sicily. Mainly in hot places in the plain, but reaching 
1,600 m. in Andalusia. 

P. bathseba F. (pasiphae Esp.). South-western. Confined 
to France from Var westwards, on the coast and inland to Lozere, 
Portugal, and Spain, where it appears to be absent from the 
north-west and from a central zone between Alicante and Bada- 
joz. Mainly at low level, though rising to 800 m. in the Pyrenees. 

Hyponephele lycaon Kuhns. Central and southern. South 
Finland, local and getting scarcer; in Germany, patchily from 
near Hamburg and Brunswick to Bavaria, and in Lower Austria, 
Burgenland and Carinthia; Switzerland, scarce in the north but 
abundant in the Rhone Valley; in France, in the Alps from 
Dauphiny, and in the east and south of the Massif Central; well 
spread through Spain and Portugal. In Italy, throughout the 
Alps and Apennines into Sicily, and eastwards locally in Yugo¬ 
slavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey. It frequents dry, sandy 
places, often in the plain but rising to at least 1,200 m. 

H. lupinus Costa (rhamnusia Freyer). Best separated from 
H. lycaon by the larger and heavier androconial brands in the 
males, and by the more dentated margin of the hind wings in both 
sexes; usually larger. Southern: always very local in stony 
places, generally on limestone, from sea-level to 1,400 m. Its dis¬ 
tribution is not yet fully known because of confusion with H. 
lycaon. In France, in Vaucluse, Gard and Alpes maritimes; in 
Spain, Albarracin, Madrid, Granada ; in Portugal, Alcacer do Sol 
and Covilha; in Italy, in widely separated areas near Florence 
and on Aspromonte, and also in Sicily, where the enormous ssp. 
rhamnusia] is widespread; in Yugoslavia, near Zadar in Dalmatia 
and Krivolac and Plagusa Planina in Macedonia; in central 
Albania near Elbasan; and fairly widespread in Greece. Also in 
Crete, as ssp. lupinulus Turati in Rhodes, and as ssp. cypriaca 
Riley in Cyprus, 

Aphantopus hyperantus L. The Ringlet. Central. From 
central Finland and Sweden and south Norway to the Pyrenees, 
Alps and the Balkan mountains, common in damp, shady places 
up to 1,200 m. Barely reaches north-west Spain; in Italy not 
south of the Alpine foothills; and in Yugoslavia, though found 
as far as Macedonia, very local, as also in Albania. In Britain 
it extends north to Aberdeen and Ross, and it is general in Ire¬ 
land- 

Sub-Family: Ypthiminae 

Ypthima asterope Klug. South Asian, reaching its north¬ 
western limit in Cyprus, where it is locally common in the Kyrenia 
Mountains, among grass on stony slopes, flying in early May. 

Coenonympha oedippus F. Central: restricted to very wet 
marshes at low level, where it is liable to be exterminated by 
drainage. South Bavaria, in the Isar valley; very rare in Upper 
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and Lower Austria, but still numerous by the Rhine in Vorarlberg 
and Liechtenstein; in the Belgian Ardennes, very rare round 
Arlon and Hautes Fagnes; in France, found near Grenoble in the 
Isere, in Loiret, and in many places in the south-west from Deux 
Sevres to Basses Pyrenees, and perhaps also in north-west Spain. 
In Italy, widely scattered colonies in the alpine foot-hills from 
Turin to Gorizia; in Switzerland, still perhaps in Valais south 
of the Simplon, but in Ticino probably extinct since 1902. In 
Yugoslavia probably only in Istria. 

C. hero L. North central; very local in rides of damp woods. 
Central Sweden and south-east Norway, also in the extreme south 
of Sweden and the Danish island of Zealand. Very local in Hol¬ 
land, east Belgium, and Germany south of Bremen and the Harz, 
commoner in the Bavarian pre-alps; very rare or extinct in 
Switzerland. In France, well-spread from the Paris region to 
Marne, Aube, Vosges, Alsace; also in the Morvan (Nievre), and 
possibly as far south as Lozere. 

C. iphis Schiff. (amyntas Butler nee Poda). East central: 
low down in the north part of its range, but a mountain species 
south of the Alps. There is great geographical variation in colour 
and in degree of spotting of the underside hindwings, In Finland, 
common in the south and up the coast to 64° lat.: a dull form, 
with slight spotting underside. Absent from north-west Germany 
(except Lauenburg), Holland, and Belgium (except at Virton in 
the Ardennes), but local in Germany from Frankfurt south and 
in most of Austria and Switzerland, rising to 1,400 m. in the 
northern Alps and to 2,200 m. on the Italian side. In France, 
found through the north east, and also in the Alps: in the Cottian 
Alps the form is dark, and spotless underside. In the Cevennes. 
and in ssp. gallica Rut. in the eastern Pyrenees, it is lighter and 
heavilv spotted, and these features become extreme in ssp. 
iphioides Stdgr. (at one time attached to C. leander) in Aragon 
and Castille. In Italy, found south of the Alps only in isolated 
colonies in the Abruzzi; in Yugoslavia, locally in the mountains 
to Montenegro. 

C. leander Esp. Separable from C. iphis bv the fulvous 
patches at the anal angle of the hindwings upperside in the males, 
and by the absence of the black line which limits the orange 
marginal band underside in both sexes of C. iphis. East European 
and Asiatic: reported in the area onlv from Central Albania 
(Galicica Planina, 1,500 m., Korea), and Yugoslav Macedonia 
(Bitolj). 

C. arcania L. Both specific distinctions and nomenclature in 
this group are still in dispute. C. arcania (sens, strict.) is found 
from central Sweden and south-east Norway to the Cantabrians, 
north Portugal and central Spain, south Italy, Albania, northern 
Greece, and Constantinople: it is. however, probablv extinct in 
Holland, and absent from Finland, most of Denmark and north¬ 
west Germanv, the British Isles and all the Mediterranean islands. 
Usually in woods and meadows low down, but rising to 1,500 m. 
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in the south Alps and Apennines. Above this level in Haute 
Savoie, Basses Alpes and the Swiss Valais is found f. darwiniana 
Stdgr. (? gardetta de Pr.); this has the fulvous colour upperside 
reduced and the white band underside hindwings much narrower. 
Though at one time treated as a separate species, it is now 
attached to C. arcania. 

C. satyrion Esp. (philea Hb.). Smaller and much darker 
upperside than C. arcania or even than f. darwiniana; but most 
sharply distinguished by the white band underside. Though 
narrower than in C. arcania, this has a smooth inner edge and 
extends upwards so as to surround the first spot. Moreover, the 
spots themselves consist only of a white centre and a single black 
ring, instead of three rings, black, brown and black, as in C. 
arcania. These differences are constant even where the two fly 
together, though this rarely happens. C. satyrion is abundant 
through the high Alps, usually above 1,800 m., but in some 
northern areas as low as 900 m.; also, as ssp. orientalis Rebel, in 
Bosnia, Montenegro and north Albania. 

C. corinna Hb. The type is peculiar to Corsica and Sardinia, 
where it is locally abundant on sunny hillsides up to 2,000 m. Ssp. 
elhana Stdgr., which is more heavily marked with black scales on 
both surfaces, is found on Elba, Giglio and on Monte Argentario 
on the Tuscan mainland just opposite. The presence of the 
species in Sicily requires confirmation. 

C. thyrsis Freyer. Peculiar to Crete, where it flies in May and 
June. 

C. dorus Esp. South-western: in dry sunny places in hills, 
but not rising much above 1,200 m. Well spread through most 
of Spain and Portugal; in France, across the south from the 
eastern Pyrenees and the Cevennes to the alpine foothills from 
the upper Durance to the sea; in Italy only in the extreme west 
of Liguria and very locally in the Apennines from the Marches to 
the Abruzzi. 

C. pamphilus L. The Small Heath. General and common 
from the Arctic almost throughout the area, from sea-level to the 
tree-line; but not recorded from Crete or Rhodes, and last 
reported in Cyprus in 1918. South of the Alps in most places is 
the large, bright ssp. lyllus Esp., in the Balkans ssp. marginata 
Ruhl. 

C. tullia Mull, (tiphon Rott., davus F.). The Large Heath. 
Spread from the Arctic Circle to east France, the central Alps, and 
the Balkans as far as Albania (ssp. occupata Rebel and ssp. 
rhodopensis Elw.), Yugoslav Macedonia and north Greece; also 
isolated (as ssp. italicaYty.) in the Monte Sibillini and the Abruzzi 
in Italy; but always very local on wet moors, as high as 1,500 m. 
in the Alps. In Britain only found from central Wales, Stafford¬ 
shire and south Yorkshire northwards, but showing striking varia¬ 
tion as a cline from ssp. philoxenus Esp., which has the underside 
spotting large and brilliant, through the intermediate ssp. tullia 
Mull, to the almost spotless ssp. scotica Stdgr. in the Scottish 
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Highlands; both the latter are well distributed in Ireland. There 
is equally great local variation on the Continent. 

Sub-Family: Erebsinae 

Erebia ligea L. Northern and central: widely distributed in 
forests in the plain as well as the mountains in Scandinavia and 
Finland but not below 350 m. elsewhere, rising to 1,800 m. in 
the Alps and Balkans. Not in Denmark, Holland, or Germany 
north of Brunswick. Like most Erebias, very variable, both in¬ 
dividually and locally. The main sub-species are ssp. dovrensis 
Strand in the mountains and the north of Scandinavia; ssp. 
petsamoensis Lgbl. in north Finland; ssp. ligea in south and 
central Scandinavia; ssp. carthusianorum Frhst. in central Ger¬ 
many, Bavaria, Austria, the Ardennes, Vosges and Jura, in most 
of the Alps, and in the Massif Central (Ardeche and Gard), which 
is the south western limit of the species; ssp. permagna Frhst. 
in the Basses Alpes and Alpes maritimes; ssp. siscia Frhst. through 
the Apennines to the Abruzzi; ssp. herculeana Warren in the 
Yugoslav mountains as far as Macedonia. 

E. euryale Esp. Central: in woods and meadows in the fir 
zone from 800 m. upwards. Individually so variable that sub¬ 
species are hard to define. Ssp. isarica Heyne from north Bavaria 
to north Tyrol and most of the north Austrian Alps; also in 
Switzerland west to Mont Blanc, in the French pre-alps as far as 
the middle of Savoie, and in the Auvergne. Ssp. tramelana 
Frhst. in the French and Swiss Jura. Ssp. ocellaris Stdgr. inhabits 
the southern side of the Alps from Carinthia through south Tirol 
to the Simplon. Ssp. adyte Hb. occurs patchily in the Black Forest, 
in south Tyrol and in much of Switzerland, and also occupies the 
whole of the French Alps south of mid-Savoie. Ssp. antevortes 
Vty. is found very locally in the Massif Central, commonly 
throughout the Pyrenees, and in the Cantabrians in Spain. Ssp. 
brutiorum Turati occurs in the Apennines to the Abruzzi above 
1,300 m. Ssp. syrmia Frhst. extends in Yugoslavia as far as 
Montenegro and Macedonia, and into north Albania. 

E. eriphyle Freyer. Peculiar to the Alps, in meadows, often 
among Alnus, from 1,300 to 2,200 m., very local. Ssp. tristis H.-S. 
in Carinthia and Styria; the duller ssp. eriphyle from the Brenner 
Pass westwards in Tyrol, the Bavarian Alps, and east and central 
Switzerland; its western limit is Lac Lioisan in Valais, and south¬ 
wards it barely reaches into Italy. 

E. manto Schiff. Central: in abundant colonies in long grass 
near or above the tree-line, 1,400/2,400 m. Immensely variable. 
Ssp. manto occurs from Styria to the Brenner; ssp. mantoides 
Esp. (with f. pyrrhula Freyer) replaces it westwards through Tyrol, 
the Bavarian Alps, Switzerland, and into French Savoy; ssp. 
vogesiaca Christ, in the Vosges; the black ssp. constans Eiff. 
inhabits both the French and Spanish Pyrenees from the centre 
east to Porte-Puymorens, and is also found in the Auvergne, as f. 
gnathene Frhst. The species hardly reaches into Italy south of 
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the Alps, but in Yugoslavia it is common round Mt. Triglav in 
Slovenia and, as ssp. osmanica Schaw., is very local in Bosnia. 

E. claudina Bork. (arete F.). Peculiar to the Austrian Alps: 
very local on grassy slopes above 1,600 m. often associated with 
stunted Pinus montana and Juniperus nana. In Carinthia (from 
Sau Alp and Geier Kogel in the east to Mallnitz in the west), 
Styria (Kor Alp, Niedere Tauern, Preber, Rannachkogel, Saltel- 
kogel), Salzburg (Weissbriachtal). 

E. flavofasciata Heyne. Peculiar to the south Swiss Alps; very 
local on steep grass slopes 2,200/2,700 m. In Grisons (Piz 
Tschierva, Schafberg, Val Calanco, San Bernardino Pass), Ticino 
(Campolungo and Sassello Passes, Campo la Torba, Naret), and on 
the Italian border on Monte Leone. 

E. serotina Descimon & de Lesse. Peculiar to the central 
Pyrenees: discovered in 1953 in meadows round Cauterets, 800/ 
1,000 m. Only a score, all males, had been taken up to 1962, 
between 23rd August and 27th September; probably its head¬ 
quarters are not yet found. It is rather larger than E. epiphron, 
with two conspicuous eye-spots on the forewings upperside and 
traces of a dark central band on the hindwings underside. 

E. epiphron Knoch. The Mountain Ringlet. Central: often 
abundant on steep grass slopes, usually above the tree line, reach¬ 
ing 3,000 m. in the Alps. Ssp. epiphron in the Harz (Brocken, 
800/1,150 m.); ssp. aetherius Esp. almost throughout the Alps; 
ssp. cydamus Frhst. in the Maritime Alps and the Apennines from 
Parma to the Abruzzi; ssp. mackeri Fuchs in the Vosges, the 
highest parts of the Massif Central, and the eastern Pyrenees; ssp. 
pyrenaica H.-S. occupies the rest of the Pyrenees and has been 
found at Pajares in the Cantabrians; forms related to ssp. 
retyezatensis Warren occur in Yugoslavia from Bosnia to Mace¬ 
donia, and in Albania. In Britain ssp. mnemon Haw. is found in 
a few spots in the English Lake District and locally in the Scottish 
Highlands, usually between 500 and 900m.; in Ireland, records 
in the last century from three separate localities have never been 
repeated. 

E. christi Ratzer. Peculiar to the Swiss Alps, on the south side 
of the Simplon Pass and in the adjacent valleys, on steep grass 
slopes 1,300/2,200 m. 

E. pharte Hb. Peculiar to the Alps and Vosges, on damp 
pastures 1,300/2,500 m. Ssp. eupompa Frhst. is spread from 
Salzburg through the east Bavarian Alps to the Karwendel and 
the Allgaii. Ssp. pharte ranges from Styria and the Hohe Tauern 
to Vorarlberg, and across Switzerland into Savoy; also in the 
Vosges, but not the Jura, Ssp. thynias Frhst. occurs in Slovenia, 
in the Dolomites, and in the French Alps from the Col du Lautaret 
to Col de Vars. 

E. melampus Fuessly. In the area only in the Alps and pos¬ 
sibly the Vosges: widespread and abundant in the upper tree 
zone, usually 1,400/2,500 m. Ssp. melampus in Styria, Carinthia, 
Tyrol, Bavaria and east Switzerland, with f. momos Frhst. in south 
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Tyrol and the Dolomites ; ssp. tigranes Frhst. in the western Alps, 
reaching in France very locally as far south as Ailefroide (H-A) 
and Larche (B-A). 

E. sudetica Stdgr. Separated from E. melampus by Warren 
(1949) mainly on structural grounds, combined with the co¬ 
existence of the two at Grindelwald in Switzerland: this has been 
further studied and confirmed by Sonderegger (1963). Super¬ 
ficially, the red markings are larger and more regular on both 
surfaces, and particularly on the hindwings, than in E. melampus; 
and the uppermost red patch on the forewings upperside contains 
a black point, which is seldom or never present in E. melampus. 
Ssp. sudetica inhabits Czecho-slovakia; within the area ssp. 
inalpina Warren is found at Grindelwald and ssp. lioranus de 
Lesse on the mountains of Cantal in the French Massif Central. 
But its specific status is still open to doubt. 

E. aethiops Esp. The Northern Brown. Central: in abundant 
colonies usually on the edges of woods in hilly country; but it 
can occur in the plain, and in the Alps f. altivaga Frhst. goes to at 
least 2,000 m. Ssp. aethiops is widespread in Germany south of 
Brunswick, Austria, central Switzerland, the Belgian Ardennes 
and on the coastal sand-dunes, and through north-east France. In 
Britain it is represented by f. Caledonia Vty., which is widespread 
in Scotland, but in England probably now confined to a few 
localities in Westmorland. Ssp. sapaudia Frhst. extends from the 
Kaiser stuhl in Baden through south Switzerland and the French 
Alps, locally as far south as Gap (H-A); also possibly in the 
Cevennes and Auvergne. Ssp. salaria Frhst. occupies most of the 
Dolomites, and ssp. magna Rocci the Ligurian and north Tuscan 
Apennines. Ssp. rubria Frhst. occurs all along the south side of 
the Alps, and reaches through Yugoslavia to Montenegro and just 
into north Albania. 

E. triarius de Pr. (evias Godart). South-central; mountains, 
local in the tree zone from 500 to 2,000 m. Ssp. letincia in the 
Engadine and Pennine Alps; ssp. eurykleia Frhst. low down in 
the Valais; ssp. triarius de Pr. in the French Alps from Savoie, 
and south of the Alpine watershed from Liguria to the Adige 
Valley; ssp. venaissima Frhst. isolated on Mont Ventoux 
(Vaucluse); ssp. evias on both sides of the central Pyrenees, and 
possibly also in the Cantabrians, since it occurs at Geres in north 
Portugal (that country’s only Erebia); ssp. granjana Obth. in the 
eastern Pyrenees and the Spanish mountains as far as Albarracin 
and the Sierra de Guadarrama. Ssp. orientalis Rebel seems to be 
isolated in Herzegovina, Montenegro and north Albania. 

E. embla Thnbg. Northern: on scrubby moorland 150/600 
m., local throughout Finland and Sweden north of Uppsala, and 
in south-east Norway. 

E. disa Thngb. Circum-polar : local on marshy moors, mainly 
at low level, in Sweden from 64° lat. northwards, in Norway and 
Finland mainly within the Arctic Circle. 
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E. medusa Schiff. Arctic and central; generally in meadows 
at low levels, but going above the tree-line in the eastern Alps, 
and confined to mountains further south. Ssp. polaris Stdgr. is 
very local in Norway, Sweden and Finland, only well within the 
Arctic Circle. Ssp. brigobanna Frhst. is widespread in Germany 
south of Hanover, the Belgian Ardennes, north-east France to 
Paris and Dijon, most of Switzerland, and north Tyrol. Ssp. 
hippomedusa Ochs, occurs at moderate levels in the Vosges, Jura 
and central Alps; in the high Alps there is a jumble of forms 
allied to ssp. alpestris Warren, which is found 1,800/2,000 m. up 
in the Orisons. Ssp. hyperappennina Turati is cut off in the Tus¬ 
can Appenines, and a similar form is local and rare in the south 
French Alps. Ssp. medusa is widespread in Austria and north 
Yugoslavia ; ssp. euphrasia Frhst. occupies the highlands to Mace¬ 
donia, Albania and Greece. 

E. alberganus de Pr. (ceto Hb.). South central: Alps and 
Apennines, usually in meadows from 1,000 to 2,000 m. Ssp. ceto 
in various forms stetches from mid-Carinthia through the Hohe 
Tauern, Tyrol south of the Inn, south and west Switzerland, and 
Savoy. Ssp. alberganus occupies the mountains of Dauphiny and 
Piedmont, with ssp. tetra Frhst. in the Maritime Alps. Ssp. 
abetonica Vty. is local in the Apennines from Tuscany to the 
Abruzzi. The presence of the species in the Pyrenees is doubtful. 

E. pluto de Pr. (glacialis Esp., alecto Hb.). Throughout the 
Alps from the Karawanken to the Maritimes, and with an outlier, 
ssp. beelzebub Costa, on Monte Rotondo and Grand Sasso in the 
Abruzzi. On screes and moraines, usually from 2,000 to 3,000 
m. There are at least nine Alpine sub-species, ranging from the 
dull and spotless ssp. pluto in the south-east to the highly spotted 
ssp. nicholli Obth. of the Brenta Dolomites. The large, glossy 
black ssp. anteborus Frhst. occurs both in eastern Switzerland 
and, as low as 1,600 m., in the Pre-alps of Savoy (Mont Tournette). 

E. gorge Hb. Throughout the Alps, the Balkan mountains 
as far as Albania, the Abruzzi Apennines, the central Pyrenees, 
and the Cantabrian mountains; on grass slopes adjoining screes- 
from 2,000 to 3.000 m. Ssp. gorge in various forms in the Alps 
and northern Balkans; ssp. albanica Rebel in Albania and Monte¬ 
negro; ssp. carboncina Vty in the Abruzzi; ssp. ramondi Obth. 
on both slopes of the central Pyrenees ; ssp. gigantea Obth. in the 
Cantabrians. The conspicuously ocellated f. triopes Speyer 's 
found mainly in the Dolomites and eastern Alps. 

E. mnestra Hb. Alps, from Salzburg and the Adamello on the 
east through most of Switzerland to the Cottian Alps in the 
south-west; but always very local, among coarse grass on steep 
slopes over 1,800 m. 

E. aethiopellus Hffmsg. (gorgophone Bell.). Peculiar to the 
Cottian and Maritime Alps, overlapping only marginally with 
E. mnestra round the Col du Mont Genevre; local, but often 
abundant, in grassy places above 2,000 m. 
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E. rhodopensisi Nicholl. As ssp. sharst'a Higgins in Yugoslav 
Macedonia, above Tetova on the Shar Planina and the Baschina 
Planina; in grassy places around the tree-line 1,800/2,400 m. 
Some authorities attach it as a sub-species to E. aethiopellus. 

E. gorgone Bdv. Peculiar to the Pyrenees: on the French 
side from Col d’Aubisque (B.P.) to Fourmigueres (Pyr.-or.), and 
also- on the Spanish side. Locally common on stony ground 
1,700/2,700 m. 

E. epist'ygne Hb. Peculiar to south-east France and central 
Spain, on stony ground 500/1,100 m. Ssp. epistygne in Basses 
Alpes, Alpes mar., Var., B. du Rhone, Vaucluse, and in a few 
places west of the Rhone in Gard and Herault. Ssp. viriathus 
Sheld. round Albarracin, and ssp. andera Frhst. near Cuenca, in 
central Spain. 

E. tyndarus Esp. In recent years this has been split into a 
number of specific (or semi-specific) units. Apart from their 
structural and superficial differences, which are variable and not 
always easy to recognise, these units neither inter-breed and blend 
when they occupy contiguous territories or zones of altitude, as 
ordinary sub-species would do, but nor do they overlap, excent 
marginally, into each others’ territories, as full species usually 
do. Here I have mainly followed the division and nomenclature 
arrived at bv de Lesse and Lorkovic; but these are not all ac¬ 
cepted by Warren and others, and in any case may well be 
modified by further research. It has been established that the 
chromosome numbers are 8 for E. calcarius, 10 for E. tyndarus 
and E. cassioides. 11 for E. nivalis, 24 or 25 for E. hispania, and 
40 for E. otVomana. 

E. tyndarus itself occupies the central Alps, from about the 
Brenner Pass north to the Allgau and west to the Val Ferret in 
Valais, and on the south side from the Punta dei Tre Vescovi. the 
Orobic Alps, and the Ortler. It frequents pastures from 1.600 to 
3,000 m. Its best outward character is the small size of the twin 
spots on the forewings upperside. 

E. cassioides Hohenwarth. Widely scattered, with big sub¬ 
specific differences; usually in the higher forest zone. Ssd. 

cassioides stretches from above Klagenfurt in Carinthia through 
the Tauern to the Karwendel and the Oetzthaler Alns; ssp. dolo- 
mitensis Warren covers the south side through the Dolomites to 
the Adamello. In the western Alps. ssp. carmenta Frhst. occupies 
the Mont Blanc range; ssp. murina Rev. is found in west Switzer¬ 
land, the Pre-alps of Savoy, the Vanoise and into Isere; and ssp. 
aquitania Frhst. (which Warren links with dolomitensis as a 
separate species) from the Hautes Alpes to Alpes maritimes. Ssd. 

majellana Frhst. occupies the Tuscan Apennines and the 
Abruzzi. Ssp. arvernensis Obth. occurs on Mont Dore in the 
French Massif Central. In the Pyrenees, ssp. pseudo Garment a 
de Lesse is found in the east from Mont Louis (Pyr.-or.) through 
Andorra to Salau (Ariege); in the west ssp. pseudomurina de 
Lesse is abundant in Hautes and Basses Pyrenees, and again in 
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Picos de Europa in the Cantabrians. In the Balkans, ssp. mace- 
donica Buresch and other races reach through Yugoslavia as far 
as the Shar Planina, and into Albania. 

E. nivalis Lorkovic & de Lesse (1954). Small, with the under¬ 
side very mottled, and found only on bare pastures above 2,100 m. 
Eastern Alps, from the Niedere Tauern to the Oetztal; Bernese 
Oberland., on the Faulhorn above Grindelwald. In both the last 
places it is very near, but above, both E. tyndarus and E. 
cassioides. 

E. calcarius Lorkovic (1953). Only known from the Steiner and 
Julian Alps, mainly round Mt. Triglav, in Yugoslavia, and from 
Monte Cavallo, east of Belluno, in Italy. 

E. hispania Butler. The southernmost European Erebia. 
Spain, in the Sierra Nevada, locally common above 2,000 m. In 
the east Pyrenees the smaller ssp. goya Frhst. is very local round 
Mont Canigou in France, and across the Spanish frontier; the 
much duller ssp. rondoui Obth. extends patchily from east of 
Andorra to beyond Cauterets in the west, where it co-exists in a 
few places with E. cassioides pseudomurina, though its range there 
is mostly a little more northerly. 

E. ottomana H.-S. Mainly Balkan, but with outliers in north 
Italy and the French Massif Central; on grass slopes from 1,300 
to 2,000 m. Ssp. ottomana is found in the Velukhi Mts. in Greece, 
and ssp. balcanica Rebel and related forms are widespread in 
Macedonia, Montenegro, Bosnia and the Dalmatian Velebit. Ssp. 
benacensis Dannehl is known only from Monte Baldo, above Lake 
Garda, at about 1,800 m., a little lower, and flying rather earlier, 
than E. tyndarus. Ssp. tardenota Praviel is locally common in 
Ardeche and Haute Loire 1,300/1,500 m. (Foret de Bauzon, Mont 
Mesenc, Gerbier de Jonc, etc.). 

E. pronoe Esp. Alps, Balkans and Pyrenees : on damp ground 
in or just above the fir zone, usually 1,300/2,000 m. but lower in 
the north. Ssp. pronoe and other hardly separable sub-species are 
widespread from Styria to- the Allgau, in east Swtizerland, and in 
the Dolomites; but the species is rare or absent on the Italian 
side west of Lake Garda. Ssp. vergy Ochs. (pitho Hb.), almost 
without red markings upperside, occupies central and west 
Switzerland and the Jura and extends south in the French Alps 
as far as the Grande Chartreuse. Ssp. glottis Frhst. is very local 
in the central Pyrenees from Urdos (B. Pyr.) to Salau (Ariege). 
Ssp. fruhstorjeri Warren is local and rare in Yugoslavia from 
Bosnia to Montenegro and in Macedonia, and just reaches north 
Albania. 

E. lefebvrei Bdv. Peculiar to the Pyrenees and Cantabrians: 
on screes 1,600/3,000 m., widespread. Ssp. lefebvrei from Basses 
Pyrenees to western Ariege, and in the Val d’Aran; after a gap, 
ssp. astur Obth. extends through Pyr.-or.; it is also found in the 
Picos de Europa in the Cantabrians. 

E. scipio Bdv. Peculiar to the south French Alps: very local 
on or near screes, 1,600/2,600 m. It extends south from La Grave 
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to the north of the Alpes maritimes, and is also found on Mont 
Ventoux in Vaucluse. Only doubtfully recorded from the Italian 
side of the Maritime Alps. 

E. stirius Godart (nerine Freyer, ? alecto Hb.). Central and 
eastern Alps, as far as Slovenia and Croatia on rough ground 
and screes above 900 m.; ssp. morula Spr. in the Dolomites. Ssp. 
stirius in the Karawanken, Julian and Carnic Alps, in the 
Bachgebirge in Slovenia, on Berg Nanos in the Carso, and in the 
Velebit. 

E. styx Freyer (reichlini H.-S.). Separated from E. stirius in 
1952 by Lorkovic, who found the two flying together, but very 
distinct, in the Trenta Valley in Slovenia. Generally larger than 
stirius and with more sharply angled forewings; the red markings 
on both sides are broader and more sharply defined, and the 
ground colour of the underside is darker and more contrasting. 
Ssp. styx goes from the Vosges (Ballon d’Alsace, very rare) and the 
Kaiserstuhl through north Switzerland, and along the Bavarian 
Alps to Salzburg. Ssp. trentae Lorkovic in Slovenia. Ssp. gyrtone 
Frhst. occupies the Zillertaler Alps and the Hohe Tauern. Ssp. 
stelviana Curo in south Tyrol west of the Brenner, the Ortler, and 
the Brenta Dolomites, in east Switzerland and in north Italy as 
far as Lugano. 

E. montanus de Pr. (goante Esp.). Peculiar to the Alps west of 
the Brenner and the Apennines, on paths and rough ground, 
mainly from 1,600 to 2,000 m. Ssp. homole Frhst. is found in the 
Cottian and Maritime Alps, and in the Apennines from Liguria 
to the Abruzzi. Ssp. montanus occupies all the northern part of 
the range: Tyrol south of the Inn, nearly the whole Swiss Alps 
and the French Alps to Dauphiny. 

E. zapateri Obth. Peculiar to central Spain: in the Sierra de 
Albarracin in Aragon and the Serrania de Cuenca in Castile, 
locally common in fir woods, 1,100/1,600 m. 

E. neoridas Bdv. Peculiar to France, Spain and Italy: sub- 
alpine, on rough ground 600/1,600 m. Ssp. neoridas is wide¬ 
spread in the French Alps and Pre-alps from the Isere to the sea, 
and in Piedmont south of the Val de Susa; also in the Pyrenees 
east of the Col des Puymorens and in Catalonia. In between, 
ssp. lozerica Warren is found in the Cevennes near Mende and in 
Aveyron and Gard. Ssp. etrusca Vty. inhabits the Apuan Alps, 
and ssp. sibyllina Vty. the higher mountains of the Marches, 
Latium and the Abruzzi. 

E. melas Herbst. South-eastern : sub-alpine, frequenting stony 
banks and open forest, 1,100/1,600 m. In Yugoslavia, ssp. 
leonhardi Frhst. on Berg Nanos in the Carso and, with f. 
schawerdae Frhst. and other forms, through the mountains of 
Velebit, Bosnia, Montenegro, Serbia and Macedonia; also in 
Albania and in the Velukhi Mts. and on Mt. Olympus in north 
Greece. 

E. oeme Hb. Central: local in damp meadows, usually from 
1,000 to 1,600 m., but reaching 2,400 m. in the Engadine. Ssp. 
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oeme ranges through the pre-alps and Alps of Bavaria and north 
Tyrol east to the Hohe Tauern, and through central Switredand 
and the French pre-alps to the Isere. Ssp. noctua Frhst. in the 
Dolomites and the Bernese Oberland, and also in the Val d’Aran 
in the central Pyrenees. Ssp. pacula Frhst. is found in the Jura, 
in Forez and Monts d’Aubrac in the French Massif Central, and 
through most of the Pyrenees. Ssp. spodia Stdgr. occupies 
Carinthia and Styria and, with f. vetulonia Frhst. and other forms, 
stretches through the Yugoslav mountains as far as north Albania. 

E. meolans de Pr. (stygne Ochs.). Central and south-western: 
usually sub-alpine on rough ground and among rocks and screes, 
rising to 2,000 m. in the south of its range. Ssp. stygne in many 
forms is widespread from Thuringia and north Bavaria through 
north Tyrol, most of Switzerland and the Italian Alps from the 
Ortler to Mont Blanc, and south in France nearly to Grenoble; 
but east of Innsbruck it seems to be found only in a few places in 
Styria. Ssp. posidonia occupies the Black Forest and the Vosges. 
Ssp. meolans extends, with f. calaritas Frhst., on both sides of the 
Alps from about the Mont Cenis to the Maritimes and reappears 
in the Etruscan Apennines, with ssp. tetrica Vtv. yet further 
south in the Sibillini Mountains, the Abruzzi and Monte Maiella. 
The species is local over much of the French Massif Central, but 
in what sub-species is not clear. In the Pyrenees ssp. gavarnica 
Obth. occurs in France in the centre, but the very different ssp. 
almada Frhst. is found east of Ariege, along the whole Spanish 
side, and in the Cantabrians; its magnificent f. zagazia Frhst. at 
Porte-Puymorens comes close to ssp. hejarensis Frhst., which 
occupies the Sierras de Guadarrama, de Cuenca, and de Credos 
in central Spain. 

E. palarica Chapman. The largest Erebia, with an expanse of 
over 60 mm. Peculiar to north-west Spain, where it is very locally 
common round Paj ares in the Asturian Mts., on rough ground 
from 1,300 to 1,600 m. 

E. pandrose Borkh. (lappona Esp.). Arctic and central: 
usually on stony pastures 2,000/3,000 m. Ssp. lappona through 
the high mountains in Scandinavia, but at low levels in the Arctic 
and Finland. Ssp. pandrose through the whole Alps from the 
Maritimes to Slovenia, and in the Yugoslav mountains south to 
Montenegro and Macedonia, and in north Albania; also found in 
1955 in Monti della Laga (Abruzzi) in Italy. In the Pyrenees 
pandrose f. gracilis Goltz is found east of Aulus in Ariege; but 
westwards to the Basses Pyr. ssp. sthennyo Graslin differs 
strikingly from all forms of pandrose in the position of the spots 
on the upperside, in ground colour, and also structurally. It may 
well deserve specific rank, but it is not yet known whether the 
territories of the two forms overlap, or whether intermediates 
occur. 

Callerebia phegea Borkh. (afra Esp.). Caucasian and South 
Kussian. There are old records of it from Sibenik, in Yugoslav 
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Dalmatia, flying at the end April, and it was rediscovered there, 
very rarely, in late May, 1960. 

Family: Lycaenidae 

Sub-Farmly: Tfteclinae (Hairstreaks) 

Laeosopis roboris Esp. South-western: local in bushy places 
up to 1,000 m., larva on Fraxinus and Ligustrum. In France 
from the Hautes Alpes and Alpes maritimes to Lozere, Pyr.-or., 
and Haute Garonne; widespread in most of Spain and Portugal. 

Theda quercus L. The Purple Hairstreak. Common among 
Quercus from south Sweden and the south coast of Norway almost 
through the area; but hardly resident in Finland and apparently 
not recorded from the Balearic Islands, Malta, or Rhodes. In 
Britain it reaches to central Scotland, and is widespread though 
very local in Ireland. 

T. betulae L. The Brown Hairstreak. Central: usually con¬ 
fined to the lowlands, but rising to 1,800 m. in the Alps; every¬ 
where local and seldom seen, even where the foodpalnt, Prunus 
spinosa grows well and larvae are numerous. Widespread in south 
Finland, in Sweden from Gavle south, and in south-east Norway; 
thence through the area to north Spain, Latium in Italy, and 
Dalmatia and the extreme north of Albania. Not in any of the 
Mediterranean islands. In Britain it extends north only to Shrop¬ 
shire and Northants; in Ireland rare in the west and south. 

Strymon esculi Hb. South western: local among Quercus ilex 
in warm places up to 800 m., often common. In south France, in 
Alpes maritimes, Var, Bouches du Rhone, and inland in Gard 
and Ardeche; in east, central and south Spain to Andalusia, 
Portugal, and the Balearic Islands. 

S. ilicis Esp. Central and southern. Widespread and often 
common from south Sweden (Goteborg and Scania), the Danish 
islands and Jutland, to Andalusia, Lucania, Greece and 
Constantinople, usually at low levels but up to 1,600 m. in the 
Alps and 1,300 m. in the Apennines. Not in the British Isles, nor 
in the Mediterranean islands, except for Elba and Sicily. Larva 
usually on Quercus, sometimes on Ulmus, Castanea, Prunus. 

S. acaciae Esp. Central and south-eastern: local among 
Prunus and seldom common; usually low down, but rising to 
1,200 m. in the Alps. In Germany, rare in Thuringia and Baden, 
commoner in east Bavaria, Lower Austria, and Styria. Scarce in 
western Switzerland; in France patchily distributed in the Vosges, 
Vendee, and most of the south-east, reaching into Catalonia. In 
Italy, down to south Latium and the Abruzzi; more widespread 
through Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey. Recorded, as 
the very distinct ssp. abdominalis Gebh., from Crete, but not from 
the other islands; this sub-species also occurs in the Morea. It is 
possibly specifically distinct. 

S. spini Schiff. (lynceus Esp.). Central and southern: in the 
plain, but also in mountains up to 1,700 m.; larva on Rhamnus 
and Prunus. Only in warm places in Germany south of the Elbe 
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and in much of Austria, and very local in Belgium and Alsace; 
well spread in Switzerland and central and south France, and 
through Spain and Portugal, where ssp. bofilli Sag. has fulvous 
patches on the forewing, thus resembling S. ilicis f. cerri Hb. In 
Italy mainly in the Alps and central Apennines, but missing from 
Tuscany and Umbria. Widespread in Yugoslavia and Albania 
into Greece, but not recorded from any of the Mediterranean 
islands. 

S. w-album Knoch. The White-letter Hair streak. Central: 
widespread but local in the plain and hills, seldom above 1,000 
m.; varying greatly in numbers from year to year; larva on 
Ulmus, especially U. montana. Not in Finland, but found iv> 
Sweden south-east of the line Gavle / Goteborg, and in south-east 
Norway; widespread in Denmark, Germany, south Holland, Bel¬ 
gium, and most of France, into north Spain; also in Austria, 
Switzerland, all Italy, and through Yugoslavia and north Albania 
into north Greece. In Britain it extends north to Yorkshire, but 
is not found in Ireland, nor in the Mediterranean islands except 
Sicily. 

S. pruni L. The Black Hairstreak. Central. Generally 
scarce and very local, though it has a wide rang© and a common 
foodplant, Primus spinosa; essentially low-level, but requiring 
coolness and damp. Widespread in south Finland, but very le- 
stricted on the coast of south Sweden and in the Danish islands 
of Zealand and Lolland. In Germany, generally very scarce, but 
commoner near Brunswick, Frankfurt, and in Bavaria; rare in 
Holland, Belgium and Switzerland, and in Italy confined to the 
delta of the Po, Piedmont and possibly Alto Adige. In France, 
more widespread, occurring in at least seventeen departments 
in the east, centre and south, and reaching into Spain. Local 
in Upper and Lower Austria, Styria and Carinthia, and in Yugo¬ 
slavia as far as Croatia. Dalmatia and Bosnia. In Britain confined 
to a few woods1 in the Midlands. 

Callophrvs rubi L. The Green Hairstreak. Usually common 
throughout the whole area, though it does not seem to be recorded 
from the Balearic Islands, Malta or Crete. In the Arctic ssp. 
borealis Krul, with the underside yellowish, reaches the northern¬ 
most tip of Norway; ssp. fervida Stdgr., with golden lustre on the 
upperside, occurs in Andalusia, Sicily and Sardinia. 

C. avis Chapman. Most easily separated from C. rubi bv its 
vellow head, without any white ring, by the less dentated hind- 
wings, by the much brighter colour upperside, and by the presence 
of the white “hairstreak” on the fore, as well as the hind, wings 
underside. North African, established only very locally near the 
coast in France f Alpes maritimes, Var, Pyrenees orientates), Spain 
(Catalonia and Andalusia) and Portugal (Bussaco, Ucanha). 
The foodplants are Arbutus unedo (Strawberry tree) and Coriaria. 

Tomares ballus F. Another African species, found only in 
France (round Hyeres and Carnoules, Var), much of eastern, cen¬ 
tral and south Spain (Catalonia, Madrid, Andalusia), and south 
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Portugal (Cintra). It frequents warm slopes, especially in disused 
vineyards. Larva on Lotus. 

Ciqaritis acamas King. Middle-eastern, reaching Cyprus, 
where it is local in the Kyrenia and Troodos Mts., in July and 
August. 

Sub-Family: Chrysophaninae (Coppers) 

(The larvae of this sub-family all feed principally on Rumex, 
some also on Polygonum and even Genista. Only one or two are 
strictly restricted to particular species of Rumex.) 

Heodes virgaureae L. Ranges from inside the Arctic Circle 
in Finland to the Sierra de Guadarrama in central Spain, the 
Abruzzi in Italy, and Mt. Parnassus in north Greece; in flowery 
meadows and clearings, at low levels in the north, but elsewhere 
only in hills and mountains, reaching 2,400 m. in the Alps. Absent 
from Holland, west Belgium, and the whole of France west of ? 
line from the Ardennes to the Basses Pyrenees; also from the 
British Isles and all the Mediterranean islands. Elsewhere 'ts 
distribution is rather discontinuous, and nearly twenty not very 
dissimilar sub-species have been named ; the most important are 
the small and pale ssp. oranula Freyer in Lapland, ssp. mont'ana 
M-D. at high levels in the Alps, ssp. vurenaeicola Graves in the 
Pyrenees, the very distinct ssp. miegii Vogel in the Cantabrians 
and Castile, and ssp. balkanicola Graves from Bosnia to Greece. 

H. ottomanus Lef. Differs from H. virgaureae by the presence 
of indistinct black snots in the middle of the fore and hindwings 
in the male, and by the more pronounced tails on the hindwings: 
unlike H. virgaureae, it is double-brooded. South-eastern: vecv 
local in Montenegro (Cetinje), Albania, Yugoslav Macedonia (Mt 
Pelister). Greece (Mt. Parnassus, Acarnania, Vytina) and round 
Con s tan tinople. 

H. tityrus Poda (dorilis Hufn.). Central and southern: from 
the Danish islands and Schleswig in north Germany to north 
Portugal, Madrid, south Italy, Albania, Greece and Turkey; 
eenerally common, especially in warm, sandy places. Strays have 
been caught at least twice on the south coast of England. Not 
in Ireland, nor in the Mediterranean islands except Sicily. In the 
Alps ssp. subalpina Sneyer, which has the upper side entirely 
black in both sexes, is found from 1,000 to 2.500 m. 

H. alciphron Rott. Central and southern. Ssp. alciphron. 
which is deeply shot with purple, is local in Germany from central 
Holstein and the Luneburger Heide southwards, and in Alsace 
and the French and Swiss Jura. Ssp. gordius Sulzer. and related 
forms in which this suffusion is slight, occur in the French Alps, 
the south Massif Central, the Pyrenees, and locally in central 
Portugal and Spain to Andalusia; also in the Swiss Valais and 
Ticino, throughout Italy to Sicily, in south Austria, and through 
Yugoslavia into Albania and north Greece. It rises to 1,500 m. 
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in the Alps, and further soutli is mostly confined to mountains 
above 600 m. 

Lycaena helle Schiff. (amphidamas Esp.). Northern and Cen¬ 
tral : a patchy distribution, always very local in boggy meadows 
among Polygonum bistorta. In Finland, Sweden and Norway, 
thinly spread from the Arctic south to the level of Stockholm 
and Oslo (ssp. lopponica Borkh.). Ssp. helle Schiff. is found in 
Bavaria, the Eiffel, the Belgian and French Ardennes, the Doubs, 
the Swiss Valais, and in Italy only at Bressanone in Alto Adige. 
Ssp. pyrenaica Deslandes has a few colonies in the Massif Central 
(Puy de Dome, etc.) and in a restricted area near Porte in the 
eastern Pyrenees, at about 1,500 m. 

L. phLoeas L. The Small Copper. Almost universal from the 
North Cape to the Mediterranean and in all the islands, in most 
places common; reaches 2,000 m. South of the Alps the colour 
is more fiery and much suffused with black, and there are well- 
developed tails to the hindwings (ssp. eleus F.). 

L. dispar Haw. The Large Copper. Central and south¬ 
eastern: very local in marshes from Denmark to south-west 
France, Rome, Albania, and Yugoslav Macedonia. The largest 
and most brilliant ssp. dispar has been extinct in England since 
about 1850, though the very similar ssp. batavus Obth., which 
was discovered in north Holland in 1915 and still exists there, has 
been precariously naturalised at Woodwalton Fen, Hunts. Ssp. 
gronien Bernardi, also large and brilliant, -whose home was the 
heart of the marshes round Saint Quentin in north France, has 
not been seen since about 1890. These form a group, distinguished 
from the other sub-species by their large size, their habitat in the 
most inaccessible marshes, their single-brooded habit, and the 
probable restriction of their larvae to Rumex hydrolapathum. 
The much smaller ssp. carueli le Moult is very local but widespread 
in north-east France from the Rhine to the Paris region and 
southwards into Loiret, Cote d’Or, Isere and Basses Alpes: it is 
sometimes found outside marshes and may be gaining new ground, 
e.g. in the Belgian Ardennes. Its larvae, like those of the next 
sub-species, are known to prefer Rumex nemorosus and R. crispus. 
Ssp. burdigalensis Lucas occurs in south-west France, from Vendee 
to Lot-et-Garonne. Ssp. rutilus Wernb. is scattered very thinly 
from the Danish island of Falster through central Germany, 
Austria, north-west Switzerland and the Po Valley in Italy, into 
Yugoslavia, where it (or a closely related subspecies) is known 
from Bosnia, Serbia and Macedonia, from several places in 
Albania, and near Salonica in Greece. Ssp. centralitaliae Vty 
is found in the marshes near the mouth of the Arno in Tuscany; 
it is probably extinct in the Pontine Marshes near Rome. 

Thersamonia thersamon Esp. South-eastern. In Italy local in 
dry, sunny places from Piedmont, Lombardy and South Tyrol to 
the Abruzzi; once recorded from Lugano in Switzerland; in Lower 
Austria and Burgenland, and rare in Styria; and through most of 
Yugoslavia, Albania, and Greece; also in Rhodes and Cyprus. 
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T. ihetis Klug. Asiatic; but Lang (1884) says “Greece .... 
frequenting mountainous places”, and it has been later doubtfully 
recorded from Ormanli and Skoplje in Yugoslav Macedonia. A 
specimen of the related T. ochimus H.-S. is said to have been taken 
near Bitolj in 1912, and the two species may have been confused. 

Palaeochrysophanus hippothoe L. (chryseis Schiff.). Ranges 
from within the Arctic Circle to the Cantabrians and the Spanish 
side of the Pyrenees, the Abruzzi in Italy, Albania and Yugoslavia, 
but is absent from Belgium west of the Ardennes, western France, 
and low ground generally south of the Alps: its presence in 
Portugal is doubtful. It is always local in boggy meadows. 
Striking sub-species are ssp. stieberi Gerh. in Arctic Scandinavia 
and Finland, and ssp. eurybia Ochs, at high levels—up to 2,300 m. 
—in the Alps: in both the females are almost black on the upper- 
side and the undersides of both sexes are grey, without reddish 
suffusion. Ssp. mirus Vty. at high levels in the Pyrenees, and ssp. 
leonhardi Frhst. in the Balkans, are brilliantly coloured. 

Sub-Family: Plebejinae (Blues) 

Tarucus theophrastus F. African, reaching Europe only in 
Spain (Algeciras, on low hills outside Murcia, Almeria, Jaen and, 
doubtfully, Pajares in Asturias); Sicily (Syracuse and old records 
from Palermo); and Aspromonte (Monte Tinna, at 500 m.). Larva 
on the prickly bush Zizyphus vulgaris, which the butterflies seldom 
leave. 

T. balkanica Freyer. South-eastern. Very local in Yugoslavia 
(Mostar in Herzegovina, Rijeka in Montenegro, south Dalmatia, 
Macedonia), Albania, Greece and round Constantinople; in Cyprus 
not rare in the plains. 

Syntarucus pirithous L. (telicanus Lang). Southern, but 
migratory. Resident in south France from Alpes maritimes to 
Gironde, most of Spain and Portugal, possibly south Switzerland, 
Yugoslavia, Albania, Greece and Turkey; and in all the Mediter¬ 
ranean islands. As a migrant it appears rarely in south Germany, 
north Tyrol, and Lower Austria; for Britain there is one proved 
record (Bloxworth, Dorset, 13.vi.1938). It frequents fields, heaths 
and gardens up to 1,400 m.; larva on Ulex and many other plants. 

Lampides boeticus L. The Long-tailed Blue. Sub-tropical, 
with almost world-wide range: resident in Europe over much the 
same area as S. telicanus, but more migratory, with many records 
for Belgium, south Germany, and Lower Austria, and some 90 for 
Britain (31 in 1945). Larva in pods of leguminous plants, 
especially Lathyrus latifolius and Colutea arborescens. 

Chilades trochilus Freyer. Middle-eastern and African, reach¬ 
ing Crete, Rhodes and Cyprus, where it is well spread in both the 
plain and the hills, from May to September. 

Co galba Led. Levantine: in Cyprus, common in the plain. 

Everes argiades Pall. The Short-tailed Blue. Central and 
south-eastern: migratory. Widespread but rare in the lowlands 
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in Germany south of Brunswick, Austria and Switzerland; com¬ 
moner in south Belgium, most of France (including Brittany), and 
north Spain from the Cantabrians to Catalonia. In Italy, com¬ 
monest in the Po Valley, but also found in Labium, Lucania and 
(doubtfully) Sicily. Widely reported in Yugoslavia, Albania and 
Greece, but its precise distribution is uncertain because of con¬ 
fusion with E. decolorata. There are a dozen authentic records 
for Britain, and some for Holland, north Germany, Finland, and 
Sweden (where it may be resident on the Baltic island of Gotland). 
Larva polyphagous on seeds of low plants. 

E. alcetas Hffmsg. (coretas Ochs.). Separable from E. argiades 
by the absence of marginal orange spots on the underside hind- 
wings. South-central: usually on flowery banks on hills, up to 
1,200 m., larva on Medicago lupulinus. In Switzerland, in Valais 
and Ticino; in France, in the pre-Alps from Haute Savoie to the 
sea, in the east Pyrenees, and in Dordogne and Gironde; in all 
north and central Italy to Latium; in the Carso and near Zagreb 
in north-east Yugoslavia; and Corsica. 

E. decolorata Stgdr. Separable from E. alcetas by its greyer 
colour, as well as structurally. In Yugoslavia, known from near 
Fiume, from Bosnia, and from Macedonia (Lesak); also in north 
Albania; and recently it has been detected in Lower Austria. No 
contact or overlap with E. alcetas has yet been found in these 
areas; but it occurs with the other Everes near Zagreb. 

Cupido minimus Fuesslin (alsus Schiff.). The Small Blue. 
Spread locally over most of the area, but in Spain it is doubtful 
if it occurs much south of the Pyrenees and Cantabrians. In 
Sweden and Finland local in the centre and south; but in Norway 
it extends on the west side well into the Arctic. Fairly widespread 
in Denmark, north and west Germany and Austria, but in Holland 
found only in Limburg and in Belgium only on limestone in the 
east. Throughout France, Switzerland and Italy, usually very 
common, rising to over 2,500 m. in the Alps and to 2,200 m. on the 
Grand Sasso in the Apennines; also in northern and western 
Yugoslavia, Albania and Greece. In Britain very local, com¬ 
monest on the chalk, but extending to Inverness-shire in Scotland; 
and in Ireland widespread but scarce. It is not known from any 
of the Mediterranean islands except Sicily, where ssp. trinacriae 
Vty. is very small and has no blue scales on the upperside. 

C. carswelli Stempffer (arcilacis Riley). Discovered in April 
1928 in dry water-courses in the Sierra de Espuna behind Murcia, 
Spain, and described as a hitherto unknown species. It also occurs 
at Cicza, north-east of Murcia, and at Puebla de Fabrique (prov. 
Granada). In appearance and structural characters it stands 
between C. minimus and C. lorquini. The upperside is black in 
both sexes, unlike C. lorquini, in which the males are purple; but 
the faint scaling at the wing base is purple and not blue, as in 
C. minimus. The ground colour of the underside is darker and 
more smoky than in either of the other species; and the first 
four spots on the hindwing fall in a straight line, instead of being 
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irregularly arranged as in C. minimus, or in a slight curve, as in 
C. lorquini. There remains, however, some doubt about its specific 
status, since it is not yet known to coexist with either of the other 
two species. Agenjo (1952) refers to it as a sub-species of C. 
minimus, like another form, noguerae Haig Thomas, from central 
Spain. 

C. lorquini H.-S. African, but found in south Spain, very local 
but abundant on bushy slopes at about 1,500 m.; Sierra Nevada, 
Sierra de Ronda, Sierra de Alfacar; also in Portugal: Braganza, 
Setubal, S. Fiel. Records from Catalonia and Aragon probably 
represent C. sebrus pseudolorquini Vty. In France, a single record 
for Digne (Basses Alpes) in 1896 is supported by the capture of a 
series by Roell in early June 1950, along with both C. minimus 
and C. sebrus. Ssp. moreana Tutt, found in south Greece, may 
really belong to C. sebrus. 

C. sebrus Hb. (osiris Meigen). South central: a patchy dis¬ 
tribution, usually on granite, in bushy places in hills, but reaching 
2,000 m. in the Alps; larva on Onobrychis montana and probably 
other vetches. In France, a northern sub-species, larger than the 
type, occupies the Alps and pre-Alps of Savoy, and spreads into 
Switzerland for the whole length of the Jura, in the Valais, and in 
Ticino. The type is found in Basses Alpes and Alpes maritimes, 
and reaches west of the Rhone in Ardeche, Gard and Herault. 
Ssp. pseudolorquini Vty. is found in Spain at Albarracin and else¬ 
where in the centre. In Italy, several races occur in the alpine 
fringes of Piedmont and in the Apennines from Liguria to Monte 
Cairo in south Latium. C. sebrus is also found very locally in 
Carinthia and Styria, and in Yugoslav Macedonia, north Albania, 
and north Greece (Karpenision). 

Lycaenopsis argiolus L. The Holly Blue. Through most of 
the area from Arctic Finland and Sweden and south Norway to 
the Mediterranean, and in all the islands; in woods, gardens and 
hedgerows, up to 1,500 m. But it is the least gregarious of the 
“Blues”, and is seldom abundant. In Britain its northern limit 
is Cumberland; general in Ireland. South of the Alps the smaller 
ssp. calidogenita Vty. is usual; in Andalusia the brilliant ssp. 
mauretanica Rothch. 

Zizera knysna Trimen (lysimon Hb.). Mainly tropical, reach¬ 
ing Europe only in Spain and central and south Portugal: wide¬ 
spread in damp places and ditches in Andalusia and Murcia, and 
an isolated colony has been found near Madrid. 

Z. karsandra Moore. Separated from Z. knysna by Corbet 
(1948), mainly on structural grounds. In Sicily, it was discovered 
in 1952 on Cape Lilybaeum and on the outskirts of Marsala, 
frequenting damp paths in cotton fields and vineyards. In 
Cyprus, it is local round Limassol; and has been reported from 
Crete (Palialimata) and Rhodes. 

Scolitantides orion Pall. (battus Schiff.). A patchy central 
and southern distribution from south-east Norway, Sweden and 
south-east Finland to Andalusia, north Italy, Albania and north 
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Greece; restricted to warm slopes, usually on limestone, up to 
1,300 m., where Sedum grows. In Germany, rare in Brunswick, 
Thuringia, and south Bavaria, also in Austria, and in Switzerland 
only in Valais and Ticino. In France, only in the south-east (Alpes 
mar., Var, Vaucluse, Pyr.-or.) and centre (Puy de Dome, Lot). 
In Spain, Aragon (Albarracin), Murcia (Sierra de Espuna). In 
Italy confined to the foothills from the Maritime to the Julian 
Alps, but locally common. In Yugoslavia, found locally almost 
throughout; also in Albania and north Greece (Mt. Olympus). 

Philotes baton Bgstr. Central and south-western.. Very local 
in central Germany, Baden and Bavaria, and in east Belgium; 
commoner in Upper Austria, Tyrol and Switzerland. Widespread 
in France, common in the south, in north Portugal, and through¬ 
out Spain and Italy; also in Corsica, Sardinia and Sicily, but not 
Elba. Larva mainly on Thymus on sunny banks; rises to 2,000 m. 

P. vicrama Moore. Separated from P. baton by Hemming 
(1929) mainly on structural grounds. East European and Asiatic : 
within the area ssp. schiffermiilleri Hemming is rare in south 
Finland, but widespread and common in Lower Austria, Carinthia, 
the extreme north-east of Italy (Carbonin in Alto Adige), through 
Yugoslavia from Monte Maggiore in Istria to Macedonia, and in 
Albania, Greece and Turkey; also in Crete, Rhodes and Cyprus. 
In Carinthia and Istria its territory must approach that of P. 
baton, but no actual contact or overlap is known. Some authori¬ 
ties still regard them as one species. 

P. abencerragus Pierret. Also separated by Hemming in 1929. 
Mainly north African, but established locally in Portugal (Serra 
de Estrela, Alcacar-do-Sol, Algarve) and central and south Spain 
(Madrid, Aranjuez, Andalusia), where it overlaps and sometimes 
flies along with P. baton panoptes Hb. It differs outwardly by 
its much browner underside and reduced orange markings, 
though to some extent these are also features of the Spanish races 
of P. baton. 

P. bavius Eversman. East European and Russian, probably 
entering the area only round Constantinople, where it was recorded 
in 1925 at Therapia on the western shore of the Bosporos, and at 
Kalavryta in Greece. 

Jolana jolas Ochs. Southern: distribution limited by that of 
its food-plant, Colutea arborescens, but always elusive and scarce. 
In Switzerland, in Valais near Martigny and in Ticino. In France, 
from Savoie to the Mediterranean and in Drome. In Spain, rare 
in Catalonia and Aragon and possibly in Andalusia (Granada). 
In Italy, scattered very locally through the north, Liguria and 
the centre, and south to Naples and Sorrento. In Yugoslavia 
known from Istria, Bosnia, Dalmatia and Macedonia; in Albania; 
and in Greece from Salonica, Mt. Olympus and the Morea. 

Glaucopsyche melanops Bdv. South-western: found in hot 
dry places up to 800 m.; larva mainly on Dorycnium. In France, 
from Basses Alpes to the Mediterranean and west to Pyr.-or.; also 
Vaucluse and Haute Garonne. In Italy, known only from 
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Finalbordo in Liguria. As ssp. algirica Heyne, widespread in east 
and south Spain and Portugal. 

G. paphos Turner. Peculiar to Cyprus, where it is locally 
common in May in bushy places in the Kyrenia and Troodos Mts. 
A record from Rhodes (Bender, 1958), based on one female speci¬ 
men, needs support. 

G. alexis Poda (cyllarus Rott.). Spread from south Scandin¬ 
avia to the Mediterranean, but very patchy and usually rare 
north of the Alps; a species of the plain and foothills, rarely 
rising above 1,400 m., and frequenting waste ground near water¬ 
courses, woods, and the shore; larva on many Leguminosae. Ssp. 
schneideri Strand is found in south and central Finland, south 
Sweden and south-east Norway. The species is absent from Den¬ 
mark, north-west Germany, Holland and west Belgium, and is 
only local from Brunswick south in Germany, west and south 
Switzerland, and Austria. Commoner through France, Spain, 
Italy, and the Balkans to Constantinople; rare in Portugal. 
Found in Corsica, Elba, Sicily and Rhodes. 

Maculinea avion L. The Large Blue. Spread through most of 
the Continent from central Finland and Sweden to central Spain, 
Calabria, Albania, Greece and Turkey, but always local: reaches 
over 2,000 m. in the Alps. The larva in its early stages eats 
Thymus serpyllum; later, like those of the other Maculinea, it 
completes its growth inside the nests of ants, usually Myrmica 
laevodinis or M. scabrinodis, eating the ant larvae. Not known in 
Norway, and probably extinct in Holland since 1951, and in north¬ 
west Germany for longer. In Britain, now rare and very local in 
Cornwall, Devon, Gloucestershire and possibly Somerset. Not in 
Ireland, nor in the Mediterranean islands except Corsica. Of the 
many geographical races, the most striking are ssp. obscura 
Christ., heavily suffused with black, from the high Alps, and ssp. 
ligurica Wagner, from Liguria, Nice and Corsica, which is of great 
size and brilliance and has a row of wTell-developed marginal 
lunules on the hindwings upperside. 

M. teleius Bgstr. (euphemus Hb.). Central: very local, but 
often common, in wet meadows among the foodplant, Sanguisorba 
officinalis, usually at low levels but recorded up to 2,000 m. in 
the Alps. In Germany south from Brunswick, Dutch Limburg, 
near Brussels in Belgium, and through central and east Switzer¬ 
land and most of Austria. In France known from Alsace, the 
Jura, and Isere; also, as ssp. burdigalensis Stempffer, from 
Charente and Gironde in the south-west: how far it extends 
thence into north Spain is not clear. In Italy only in the sub- 
alpine zone; in Yugoslavia probably not beyond Carniola and 
Istria. 

M. nausithous Bgstr. (areas Rott.). Central: also feeds on 
Sanguisorba and often found with M. teleius, but is still more 
local. In the north, its range is almost identical, but more re¬ 
stricted further south. Not known in Belgium, and in France 
only from Haut Rhin, Ain, Haute Savoie, and possibly Cote d’Or. 
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In Spain it has been found near Soria in the north-centre. In 
Italy, no certain records for the Alps, but it occurs on the Gran 
Sasso in the Abruzzi and on Monte Cairo in the Aurunci Mts., 
1,500/1,700 m. In Yugoslavia, known from Monte Maggiore in 
Istria. 

M. alcon Schiff. Berger (1946) on Belgian and central Euro¬ 
pean evidence separated from typical alcon forms which he 
grouped as a distinct species under M. rebeli Hirschke: this 
because of their different appearance—much brighter and less 
lavender blue in the males and strong suffusion of blue scales in 
the females, together with heavier spotting on the undersides; 
their different biotopes and foodplants—Gentiana cruciata, G. 
campestris, or G. lutea on dry hillsides instead of G. pneumonanthe 
in marshes; and their earlier flight time—June instead of late 
July; he also found structural differences, particularly in the 
androconia. But later research and analysis has shown that these 
differences are not everywhere sharp or consistent: thus the 
colours and markings grade in Denmark and in some sub-alpine 
localities; in Holland ssp. arenaria Lempke, which otherwise 
resembles M. alcon, lives on sand-dunes and eats G. cruciata; and 
in the Alps M. rebeli forms are often found in damp meadows. 
The most recent view (Kaaber, 1964) is that the two groups 
represent strains of different origins which are still capable of 
admixture, at least in some areas, and are therefore not specifically 
distinct; M. rebeli and its main sub-species xerophila Berger being 
probably boreo-alpine relics and M. alcon a more recent arrival 
from the east. Their distributions so far as they can yet be 
ascertained, are sketched below. M. alcon extends locally from 
Danish Sleswig south-west through Holland into Belgium, and 
has an apparently isolated zone in western France, from Nor¬ 
mandy and Brittany to the Gironde. South-eastwards, it becomes 
increasingly widespread in central and south Germany and 
Austria, reaches across the Po Valley to Modena in Italy, and is 
found in Yugoslavia, in Bosnia, Dalmatia, Serbia and Macedonia; 
also, as ssp. sevastos Rebel & Zerny, in north Albania. Alcon-Yke 
forms also appear in the sub-alpine zones in north Italy and west 
Switzerland and perhaps in the Cevennes, fairly close to M. rebeli. 

M. rebeli ssp. xerophila is found on the south-west coast of 
Sweden and in Jutland, in Germany near Hamburg, and then in 
a wide area in Belgium and northern France, from Normandy 
across to Alsace. Ssp. rebeli is local above about 1,500 m. probably 
throughout the Alps from the Maritimes to Styria, with outlying 
colonies in the Apennines as far as the Gran Sasso, and on Mont 
Aigoual in the French Cevennes. Rebeli forms also occur in 
Spain, near Teruel in the centre and Soria and Santander in the 
north. 

Lyaeides idas L. (argus Schiff. nee L., argyrognomon auett. 
nee Bgstr.). Widespread from the Arctic to south Spain, south 
Latium, Albania and Greece, but usually localised in very small 
areas. The larvae are fairly widely polyphagous, but they (and 
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the pupae) are attended by ants and derive protection from them, 
though they do not (as do the Maculinea larvae) feed on ant 
larvae. Of the more important sub-species, ssp. lapponica Gerh. 
(small and pale) is found in the Scandinavian mountains and the 
Arctic; ssp. idas is common in Sweden, Finland, and local in Den¬ 
mark, north Germany, Holland and Belgium; ssp. lycidasoides 
Beuret (double-brooded, with a lighter underside) in central and 
south Germany and much of Austria; the giant ssp. acreon F. ir 
Carinthia and Slovenia; ssp. haefelfingeri Beuret in the Alps up 
to 2,200 m. In France, ssp. armoricanus Obth. occurs locally in 
the wTest from Brittany and the Gironde to Fontainbleau, but 
elsewhere the species is mainly confined to the mountains, in a 
variety of forms: in the south-eastern French Alps ssp. calliopis 
Bdv. (large, with blue females and very small spots underside) 
may well be a good species, since Hippophae rhamnoides (Sea 
Buck-thorn) appears to be its sole foodplant, and it keeps distinct 
from the other forms which often fly with it. In Spain, ssp. 
nevadensis Obth. isi very local in the north and centre as far as 
Albarracin, and on the Sierra Nevada. In Italy, various races 
are widespread in the north and local in the Apennines, up to 
1,500 m., as far as south Latium and Lucania (ssp. australissima 
Vtv). In Yugoslavia, ssp. croatica Grund is found in the north, 
and ssp. balcanica Zullich in Macedonia and Greece. The species 
occurs in Corsica, as the very distinct ssp. bellieri Obth., but not 
in the other Mediterranean islands. 

L. argyrognomon Bgstr. (ismenias Meigen, ligurica Obth., 
aegus Chmn.). Best distinguished from L. idas by its whiter 
fringes in the female and by the more rounded black arches above 
the orange spots on the hindwings underside; but examination 
of genitalia and androconia may also be necessary. Found from 
south Scandinavia to the Pyrenees, Calabria and Macedonia, but 
not known from wide areas. Ssp. norvegica Nordstr. is very local 
in Norway west of Oslo, and in the extreme south of Sweden. 
Ssp. argyrognomon was originally described from Hanau, in cen¬ 
tral Germany. In France, ssp. bellofontanensis Stempffer is very 
local in Paris region and the north-east, ssp. ismenias in Alsace, 
ssp. aegus Chmn. in Isere, Haute Savoie, and into West Switzer¬ 
land, and ssp. tapinaegus Vtv. in Gers, in the south-west. In Italy, 
well spread: ssp. ligurica Obth. and in various races from Pied¬ 
mont and Lombardy to Calabria, usually in hills, but rising to 
1.200 m. In Yugoslavia, ssp. euergetes Stdgr. is found in Istria and 
also in Macedonia. 

Plebejus argus L. The Silver-studded Blue. Widespread 
through almost the whole Continental area from central Scandi¬ 
navia and Finland southwards, but somewhat local, usuallv on 
sandy soil: rising to 3,000 m. in the Alps. In Britain, confined 
to the south. East Anglia, Wales and Westmorland, in several 
sub-species; not in Ireland. Found, as ssp. Corsica Bellier, in 
Corsica and Sardinia, but in no other Mediterranean islands. Geo- 
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graphical variation is very great, affecting especially size and the 
extent of blue scaling in the females. 

P. pylaon Frhst. (sephyrus Friv.). Asiatic, with a remarkable 
discontinuous distribution in Europe. Ssp. pylaon is local at 
moderate heights in Yugoslav Macedonia (Veles, Krivolac), 
Albania (Galicica Planina), and Greece (Karpenision, Vytina). 
Ssp. trappi Vty (lycidas Trapp) occurs in the Swiss Valais on the 
Simplon Pass, and in Val Maggia in Ticino. Ssp. hesperiea 
Rambur is very local in Spain, near Albarracin and Teruel in the 
centre and on the Sierra Nevada and the Sierra de Alfacar in the 
south; also recently reported from Val d’Eyne in the French 
eastern Pyrenees. 

Aricia agestis Schiff. (medon Hufn., astrarche Bgstr). The 
Brown Argus. Three of the many forms have recently been 
specifically separated (see below). A. agestis itself ranges from 
central Sweden (? also Finland) and Denmark to the Pyrenees, 
Calabria and north Greece, and in all the islands except Ireland: 
widespread, but rather local on dry, sunny slopes, especially 
on limestone, where the larvae feed on Helianthemum, Geranium, 
etc. In Britain ssp. agestis is found in the south and, after a gap 
in the north midlands, in Westmorland and in Durham: there 
it meets, and apparently cross-breeds with, ssp. artaxerxes F. 
(the Scotch Brown Argus), which has white discal spots on the 
upperside and white spotting on the underside: this occurs 
locally in the east as far as Inverness and even Sutherland. Ssp. 
gallica Obth. in France and most of central Europe is little 
brighter than A. agestis, but in Italy, Corsica and the Balkans 
ssp. calida Vty, with the orange spots enlarged and brilliant and 
the underside coffee-coloured, closely resembles the next species. 

A. cramera Esch. Separated by Querci (1927): the orange 
spots are narrower and nearer the wing-margin than in A. agestis, 
and there are considerable structural differences. North African, 
but established in Portugal (Serra de Estrela and elsewhere) and 
locally through east and south Spain, and in the Balearic islands. 

A. allous G-H. Its Russian ssp. inhcmora Jach. was separated 
by Obraztsov (1934) from A. agestis, the alpine ssp. allous later 
by Forster (1955) and Beuret (1960), and the Danish and Scandi¬ 
navian ssp. vandalica by Kaabei4 (1960/1). It differs outwardly 
by the reduction or absence of the orange lunules on the upper- 
side, by the greyer, colder ground colour underside, and by its 
whiter fringes; in Denmark and Sweden it emerges in July, be¬ 
tween the two broods of A. agestis, and it is, so far as known, 
univoltine throughout its range. This is not yet fully worked 
out, but it is known to occur locally through most of Scandinavia, 
in Jutland and Bornholm in Denmark, and probably in Thuringia 
and Upper Austria ; also, in a much smaller form, up to 2,500 rn 
in the Alps of Bavaria, Tyrol, central Switzerland, Dauphiny, 
Piedmont and Alto Adige, and probably in the mountains of 
Yugoslav Macedonia. The univoltine “agestis” of northern Eng- 
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land has some of the features of A. allous, and it is possible that 
it, and also ssp. artaxerxes, should be referred to it. 

A. montensis Vty. Also regarded by Beuret and others as a 
good species, although both in appearance and structurally it 
comes rather between A. agestis and A. allous: the orange lunules 
are large, but much duller than in A. agestis, and the wings are 
generally broader. It apparently replaces A. agestis throughout 
Spain and Portugal, flying in some places with A. cramera but 
clearly separable from it even on the wing; as ssp. semimontensis 
Vty. it occurs in the eastern Pyrenees (Vernet-les-Bains and Porte) 
and the Cevennes; Beuret has identified it in the Swiss Valais and 
the French Alps, generally at moderate elevations; and ssp. 
macedonica Vty. from Mt. Olympus and the Bermion Mts. in north 
Greece probably belongs to it: it flies there near, or along with, 
A. agestis. 

A. ramburi Vty. (idas Rambur). Within the area only in 
Spain: in the Sierra Nevada from 2,000 to 3,000 m., high up in the 
Sierra de Espuna and Sierra de Gredos, and in the Cantabrians 
in Jeon; also, at a much lower level, near Abejar in Soria and at 
Ordesa in the Spanish Pyrenees. . 

Aricia nicias Meig. (donzelii Bnv.). Boreo-alpine. In Sweden, 
locally in the eastern lowlands from Uppsala to Lulea, and in the 
south half of Finland. In the Alps, in the forest zone between 
1,300 and 2,200 m. among Geranium pratense in France and Italy 
from the Maritimes and Cottians east to the Stelvio; in Switzer¬ 
land only in the Valais, Ticino and the Engadine. 

A. anteros Freyer. A mainly near eastern species, found in the 
area only in the Croatian Velebit (Manutovac), Bosnia and 
Herzegovina, Montenegro (above Bar), Macedonia (Crnhi vrh, 
Bachina Planina, Mount Pelister at 1,700 m.), Albania, and in 
Greece (Karpenision). 

A. psylorita Freyer. Peculiar to Crete, where it is found high 
upon Mount Ida. 

Eumedonia chiron Rott. (eumedon Esp.). A patchy distribu¬ 
tion from the Arctic Circle to the Pyrenees, Sicily and Greece, at 
low levels in the north, in the mountains further south, rising to 
2,500 m. in the Alps, in the forest zone among Geranium. Central 
Norway, between Oslo and Trondhjem; in Sweden, in Scania, in 
the islands of Oland and Gotland, and north near the west coast; 
in Finland, locally spread to within the Arctic. Local in central 
and south Germany and most of Austria, and in France in the 
Jura, Alps, Auvergne, and Pyrenees. Widespread in Switzerland; 
in Italy, in the Alpine zone, in the south Apennines from the 
Abruzzi to Aspromonte, and in the Madonie in Sicily. In Yugo¬ 
slavia, in Bosnia, and Dalmatia; in north Albania; and in Greece 
(Delphi, Olympus). 

Agriades glandon de Pr. (orbitulus Esp.). Boreo-alpine. In 
the high mountains between Norway, Sweden and north-west 
Finland, almost entirely within the Arctic Circle (ssp. aquilina 
Stdgr.). Throughout the high Alps of Bavaria, Austria, France, 
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Switzerland and Italy, near the snow-line, from 1,800 to 2,800 in., 
but apparently not extending east of the Dolomites. In the 
eastern and central Pyrenees (ssp. oberthuri Stdgr.). In Spain, 
recorded from the Sierra Nevada, but possibly only in error for 
the next species. 

A. pyrenaica Bdv. Also a high-level insect, but with a more 
southern distribution. In France, only in Hautes. Pyrenees from 
1,600 m. upwards, mainly round Gavarnie, where it flies along 
with A. glandon. In Spain, ssp. asturiensis Obth. occurs in the 
Cantabrian Mountains, and ssp. zullichi Hemming on the highest 
peaks of the Sierra Nevada, above 2,000 m. In Yogoslavia, ssp. 
dardanus Freyer has been found very locally above 1,900 m. in 
Bosnia (Velika Cvrstnica and Vran Planina). 

Albulina orbitulus de Pr. (pheretes Hffmsg.). Boreo-alpine. 
In the mountains of south Norway, between 60° and 63° lat., 
extending into Jamtland in Sweden, very local: the foodplant is 
Astragalus alpina and A. oroboides. In the Alps of France, Italy, 
Switzerland, Bavaria and Austria, from the Cottians in the south¬ 
west to Carinthia, but mainly on limestone and much more local 
and usually scarcer than A. glandon. 

Cyaniris semiargus Rott. (acis Schiff., cimon Lewin). The 
Mazarine Blue. Found from Arctic Finland and central Scan¬ 
dinavia to Andalusia, Sicily, Albania, Greece and Turkey, rising 
to 2,500 m. in the Alps: widespread and generally common in 
meadows and on flowery slopes. It is, however, only found in 
the east and south of Holland, and is local in Belgium; and in the 
southern part of the area it is mainly confined to hills and moun¬ 
tains ; in Portugal recorded only from Acanha. In Britain it once 
had a scattered distribution in the south, midlands, and south 
Wales, but became extinct about 1877 : the few records since then 
probably represent casual immigrants or imports. Not certainly 
known from any of the Mediterranean islands except Sicily. In 
the Morea the very distinct helenae Stdgr. may be a separate 
species. 

Vacciniina optilete Knoch. Spread from the Arctic to the Alps 
and to Macedonia, from sea-level to 2,500 m., but always local in 
peaty places where its foodplants, Vaccinium sp., are established. 
General in Finland, Sweden and Norway, but very local in Den¬ 
mark and Holland, and apparently absent from Belgium. Com¬ 
mon in mosses from Holstein in Germany and most of 
Austria, and widely distributed on the higher Alps of Switzerland. 
In France, found only in Haute Savoie, Savoie, and Hautes Alpes, 
and very local on the Italian slopes from the Cottian to the Carnic 
Alps. In Yugoslav Macedonia, recorded as very common on the 
Baschina Planina and the Shar Planina. 

Polyommatus icarus Rott. (alexis auctt.). The Common Blue. 
Universally distributed through the whole area from the Arctic 
south, including the British Isles and all the Mediterranean 
islands, even the smallest; but not rising much above 2,000 m. 
Clearly defined sub-species are not to be expected in a species 
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with such continuous distribution, but there are broad differences 
between ssp. icarus, north of the Alps and central France, which 
has a greyish underside and, on the upper side of the females, 
larger or smaller traces of blue scales, and ssp. zelleri Vty. further 
south, in which the underside is more brownish and the female 
upper side wholly lacking in blue. There are also notable island 
sub-species: ssp. clara Tutt, of great size, with brilliant blue and 
orange females, from the Hebrides and western Ireland; ssp. 
flavocinctata Rowland Brown, whose females have bright orange 
lunules on a coffee coloured ground, from Corsica; ssp. pulcher- 
rima Vty., whose males have a black border and marginal black 
spots on the hindwings, from Sicily; and ssp. balearica Rebel from 
Majorca. 

P. eroides Friv. An eastern species, found in the area only in 
Yugoslav Macedonia (Belasica Planina, Mt. Pelister at about 1,600 
m.), and in north Albania (Beshtriq, Ploshtan). 

P. eros Ochs. A high mountain species, found locally in grassy 
places from 1,200 to 2,200 m. in the French, Swiss, Italian, 
Bavarian and Austrian Alps, as far east as Carinthia. Also on 
the highest parts of the French Massif Central, in the central and 
eastern Pyrenees, and in the Apennines from the Marches to the 
Abruzzi. In Yugoslavia, rare and local in Bosnia and Montenegro, 
and in Greece known from Mt. Taygetus in the Morea. 

P. loewii Zell. Asiatic: in the area only in Rhodes, as ssp. 
robusta Turati. 

Lysandra thersites Chpn. /Cantener. Best separated from P. 
icarus by the absence of the basal spots on the forewings under¬ 
side (though this occurs aberrationally in P. icarus) and by its 
generally more brilliant colouring on both surfaces. It is a much 
more southern insect, local in warm places in south Germany, 
Lower Austria, the Belgian Ardennes, and the Valais, Ticino and 
Grisons in Switzerland; more widespread in France, Spain, South 
Portugal, and Italy, and extending through Yugoslavia, Albania, 
Greece and Turkey; also in Rhodes. Though it does not usually 
occur above 1,500 m., the small and rather dull ssp. chapmani 
Ball, reaches over 2,000 m. in the Cottian Alps. 

L. escheri Hb. (agestor Godart). A somewhat restricted 
southern distribution. In Switzerland, only in Valais, Ticino and 
Grisons; in France, in the Alps from Savoie south, on the south 
side of the Massif Central, in Charente, and in the Pyrenees; in 
Spain, very widely spread at moderate altitudes in the mountains 
and in north Portugal; in Italy, widespread in the Alpine zone 
from 300 to 1,500 m., local in the centre, and not reaching south of 
Sorrento; in Yugoslavia, known from Herzegovina and Dalmatia, 
and in Greece from Mt. Parnassus. 

L. amandus Scheven (icarius Esp.). Patchy and very local 
distribution from central Scandinavia south, in damp meadows, in 
the plain in the north, at moderate heights further south. Well 
spread in south-east Norway, Sweden and Finland to about 62° 
lat. and local in Denmark: ssp. amandus, with many blue females. 
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Absent from central and west Germany, Holland and Belgium, 
and rare in south Germany, most of Switzerland and very local in 
Austria: ssp. libisonis Frhst. in the Engadine is the giant race of 
the species. In Italy, scattered throughout except in the extreme 
north-east, reaching into Sicily. In France, restricted to the Alps 
and Pyrenees. In Spain, known from Albarracin and, as ssp. tova 
Higgins, from the Sierra Nevada. In Yugoslavia, very local in 
Bosnia, Croatia, Macedonia; also, as ssp. orientalis Stdgr., in 
Albania and Greece. 

L. dorylas Schiff. (argester Bgstr., hylas Esp.). From south 
Sweden through the Continent, patchily spread, generally on lime¬ 
stone. In Sweden only in a small area on the coast of Skane and 
in the islands of Oland and Gotland. In Germany, local from 
Brunswick south; common in Austria and Switzerland and in the 
Alps generally, up to 1,800 m. Bare in the Belgian Ardennes, and 
in France mainly in the Vosges, Massif Central, Alps and 
Pyrenees, reaching into Spain at least as far as Jaca, and reappear¬ 
ing, as ssp. golgus Hb., above 2,400 m. in the Sierra Nevada. In 
Italy well spread as far south as Sorrento, throughout Yugoslavia, 
and locally in Albania and Greece. 

L. nivescens Kefer. Separated from L. dorylas by Reisser in 
1933 on structural and superficial grounds. African: in the area 
only in Spain, where it is local in the east and centre in the moun¬ 
tains from Catalonia to Granada. It may fly with L. dorylas 
in the north; in the Sierra Nevada it flies some 600 m. lower down 
the mountain. 

L. bellargus Rott. (thetis Rott., adonis Schiff.). The Adonis 
Blue. General through the Continent from Belgium, central 
Germany, and Austria southwards, mainly in the plains and on 
hills, but rising to 2,000 m. in the Alps and 1,700 m. in the 
Apennines. In Italy not known south of Sorrento, except near 
Otranto in Apulia; nor in any of the Mediterranean islands except 
the Balearics. In Britain local on chalk and oolite, but not reach¬ 
ing north of Gloucestershire and Hertfordshire; the larva here only 
on Hippocrepis comosa, but on the Continent probably on other 
vetches. 

Lysandra coridon Poda. The Chalk-hill Blue. General on 
limestone from Belgium (occasionally as a migrant in Holland), 
Brunswick in Germany, and Austria, south to the Pyrenees, the 
Abruzzi and Greece; but in none of the islands except Britain, 
where it occurs rather further north, and is much less local, than 
L. bellargus. Very abundant in the Alps, sometimes up to 3,000 
m.: there the larvae eat Coronilla varia and Astragalus glycy- 
phyllos as well as Hippocrepis comosa. It is rigidly single-brooded 
everywhere. True L. coridon probably does not exist in Spain 
south of the Pyrenean approaches and perhaps the Cantabrians: 
beyond that there is a complex of single-brooded forms—albicans 
H.-S., asturi.ensis Sag., arragonensis Gerh., caerulescens Tutt.— 
whose relationship with each other and with L. coridon are still 
obscure. 
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L. hispana H-S. Separated from L. coridon by its more silvery 
upperside and darker brown underside, and by its double-brooded 
habit. It has 84 chromosomes against 88 in L. coridon. It co¬ 
exists in many places with L. coridon without admixture, and 
there seemsi little doubt of its specific status. A restricted distri¬ 
bution : in south-east France, in warm places near the coast in 
Gard, Var and Alpes maritimes, and extending inland to the 
Basses Alpes and Vaucluse; widespread in eastern Spain down 
to Malaga; and in north and central Italy through Liguria to 
south Tuscany at Siena, not rising above 600 m. Apparently not 
in the Balkans. The foodplant is Hippocrepis comosa. 

L. coelestissima Vty. The colour of the males is intermediate 
between that of L. bellargus and L. coridon: that of the females 
is close to that of L. bellargus females. Locally abundant in cen¬ 
tral Spain, notably at Albarracin and Bronchales, where it flies 
with both L. bellargus and L. arragonensis, but is clearly distinct. 
It may be co-specific with the Asiatic L. caucasica Led. Male 
specimens of rather similar appearance occur oddly or in very 
small numbers in the Pyrenees, in the French Massif Central, 
occasionally in England, and in Italy near Assisi and in the 
Abruzzi. Verity (1943) treated these Italian examples as a new 
ssp. italaglauca Vty of another Asiatic species, L. syriaca Tutt. 
But de Lesse (1961) has shown by examination of the chromo¬ 
somes that these intermediates are hybrids between L. bellargus 
and L. coridon or L. hispana, as had been for long suspected. 

Agrodiaetus admeVus Esp. Mainly Asiatic (and African), 
found only very locally within the area. Yugoslav Macedonia 
(Plagusa Planina, Katlanova Lake), and Greece (Athens); pos¬ 
sibly Spain (see below). 

A. ripartii Freyer. Separated from A. admetus by Pfeiffer in 
1932, on the strength of superficial and structural differences and 
the proved co-existence of the two in Syria. The most obvious 
difference is the usual presence in A. ripartii of the white trans¬ 
verse line on the hindwings underside, which is always lacking 
in males of A. admetus. But this is not always reliable, since this 
line is very faint or even imperceptible in many examples of ssp. 
fabressei Obth. from central Spain, which on other grounds is now 
usually referred to A. rivartii. The main centre within the area 
is in the south-eastern Alps and foothills, on the French side from 
Argentiere (Hautes Alpes) to the sea, and on the Italian side 
round Susa and Ulzio in Piedmont. The species frequents very 
dry, sunny slopes up to about 1,000 m., the larva feeding on 
Onobrychis crista-galli and the butterfly settling most often on 
lavender. It has been reported, but doubtfully, from Alto Adige: 
and it occurs in south Albania and Yugoslav Macedonia, in the 
Tomaros Mountains near Lake Ochrida, from 1,100 to 1,600 m., 
and at Karpenision in Greece. In Spain, ssp. fabressei is locally 
common near Albarracin and Bronchales. It is possible that A. 
admetus exists there also. 
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A. dolus Hb. A scattered southern range, very local, among 
Onobrychis sativa, the foodplant. South-east France, near the 
coast in Bouches. du Rhone, Alpes maritimes and Var, reaching 
into Italy as far as Bordighera. Ssp. vittata Obth. is found iti 
Gard, Aveyron and Lozere; and in Spain, ssp. pseudovirgilia de 
Lesse near Burgos, ssp. ainsae Forst. near Jaca, and ssp. fulgens 
Sag. in Catalonia. In central Italy there are also separate ssp. 
in Umbria, near Sorrento, and on Monte Gargano. De Lesse 
(1962) has shown that ssp. dolus and vittata have 124 chromo¬ 
somes, as against 108 in ssp. pseudovirgilia and ainsae: it seems 
likely that at least two species are involved in the group. 

A. damon Schiff. Widespread in mountains in central Ger¬ 
many, Austria, and throughout the Alps, sometimes up to 3,000 
m. and in the highest part of the Apennines; also in the Cevennes, 
the central Pyrenees, and the Sierra de Albarracin in central 
Spain. In Yugoslavia, in the eastern Alps and, very locally, in 
Bosnia, Montenegro and Macedonia; also in many places in 
Albania. 

Meleageria daphnis Schiff. (meleager Esp.). A scattered 
southern range, local, usually below 800 m., but up to 1,800 m. 
in the Alps. Very local in Germany, in north Baden and east 
Bavaria, also in Lower Austria and North Tyrol; in Switzerland 
only in the Valais and Ticino; in France, in the south-east corner 
and also in Lozere and Aveyron; in Italy, spread through the 
north and centre as far as Sorrento, and, as ssp. pallidecolor Vty, 
in Sicily; also locally in most of Yugoslavia, and known from 
Albania and Greece. 
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